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Introduction 4*

The Peace Corps Niger Forestry Conference,_ held in Nismeyi_the 25-30

October 1978 aad attended by Peace Corps volunteers from Chad, IVery

Coast; Upper Volta and Niger, Eaux of Forts 'persona freth Chad and

Nigeriplus representatives from the'varicUS funding organizations'in

Niger,_ resulted In this paper whiCh is a calection of some of the

projects, thoughts and techniqueS_Of the Peace Corps Vollteers. The

reason for writing up_thit_belltetion of reports and notes is_tOMS==

seminate theideaS And pro3ects of the participants to: other

ted people which will hopefully lead to a- greater interaction between

everyone in- trying-to find solutions to the problems facing forestry

in the Sahel; Purposes of this ednference were firstlyi to provide a

medium where ideas _anstordniOnas concerning forestry in many of itA

aspectsi could- be freely exchanged, and secondly to showi_threUgh

field_tripsi where we are now in the state of the art of Forestry

Techniques

Many of the individual presentations in the 1977 Peace Corps Forestry

Oenferamce in Niamey* Niger contained valuable information whIch

needed to be published. Since that information is directly related

to this year% it was included in this paper in an additional section.
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INTRODUCTORY SPEECH OF THE 1978

PEACE CORPS FORESTRY CONFERENCE

NIAH&-t-. NIGER

October 25

Mt; Abdou Daoure

Assistant Director of the Waters and Forests Service

b

(Tt_Ls is an unofficial translation

from the French.)



Assistant Director of Peace Corps
The Volunteers
Honored Guests

I am honored to welcome all participants to this meeting on behalf- of
Mr. Najada Ibrahim; National Director of Waters and Forests. Although
he is unable to be here he gives his full support to the noble ideals
which so well underscores the activities of forestry development.

This meeting stems from the volunteers' concern ;t effectively iacrease
their participation in our Forestry service by combatting the multiple
attacks of desertification.

The effortS of the voltnteers is recognized in several ways. In effect
we have seen him participate actively in all. practical phases of refores-
tation; from caring for plants in the nursery to their transfer to the
plantation and finally to their enclosure. We have even seen the volunteer
interest himself in forestry management matters such as the raising of study
plots and the study of vegetation. Ne have also seen the volunteer contri-
bute to the initiation of small projects in response to the needs of the
rural population. Two such examples are shade tree and street plantings;

Ail this effort is expended by the volunteer with a remarkable degree of
patidate and forebearance beneficial under the harsh environmental condi-
tions of rural 15fe and the difficulty working with insufficient materials.

Meybers of the Peace Corps; your participation in forestry development has
been noteworthy. The forestry agents with whom you have been working for
several yea's appreciate the support you have given.

I will not go into detail about our forestry programs because of the talks
which follow and because you can discover them on visits within the country.
I will only mention two objectives that we have :

- The satisfaction of the wood needs of the rural as well as the
urban population, given the real deficit existence of this material
used by more than 9C of our population.

v.

- To protect against erosion, given the fragility of our Agricultural
lands the mobility of sand dunes and the harstness of the environment.

The volunteer's role in these objectives are consider:d useful and constructive
because the forests constitute a powerful stimalant to the agricultural economy
which is looking forward to more self-sufficiency; also because reforestation
contributes to the improvement of the environment; and to the attractiveness
of the framework of man's life.

However, many of you along with our forestry agents have come to realize mnd
deal with the hard realities of our environment and the immensity of the task.

That is why I wish you strength in the many activities of which you and the
forestry agent are a part. To those who are already seasoned her in Niger,
or in the other neighboring and friendly countries, I;wish to you perserverance
to the newcomers -,courage. These are the necessary qualities that the volunteer
must already have because action alone is not wyrth as much without determination._



Assistant Director of the Peace Corps; honored guests; volunteers; I
am convinced that the exchange of experiences expressing the important4
practical work which confronted the volunteers mill be of interest to
one and all. Some examples are, the dune stabilization in Keita in
the Tahoua Department and also the original tally of gum trees in the
classified forest at Mine=Soroa in the Diffa Department. The development
of the forestry sector in humid countries like Ivory Coast presents some
differences compared to a Sahel country like Niger.

re
In order not to at myself I will say that we are agreed on
to research, the goal. of this meeting

approach

To conclude I therefore wish full success to the work of this important
meeting for the improvement of the forestry sector.

3
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Reforestation of Miler Palm an

the Daiici Haouri : Niger

by.

Ben Bastyr

Peace Corps

Niger

20 October, 1978
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Reforestatioa_af_Onier Palm in the

Dallol Naouri : Niger

Introduction

The Dallol Aaouri, in the :southernmost sector of Niger; is a lowland valley

_found in the Uooded Savanna vegetation zone. It is a narrow belt extending

from Gaya to Gueza (approx. 45 kilometers N to S) and is very adequate for

the growth of Rbaier palm. (Borassus-aethiopum). nainfall in the Dallol varies

,from 750 =1000 mm annually.

The project I am currently involved in is a 3 year reforestation of Eorassus

aethiopum in the Dana. (1978-80) . Due to, advancing dunes and over -

exploAtation in recent years; the relnier has berth reduced in numbers

considerably, and the demand for the woodt for building purposes, has _

increased. The Project, funded by Fund Francais d'Aide Cooperation (PAC),

calls for a reforestation of 900 hectars of ranier palm every year; for -3

years, thus completely encompassing the estimated 2700 hectars in the DaIoI.

The 100 minion CFA that have been appropriated, will supply for one Saviem

truck, two Landroverss'one tractor, and all resources necessary to plant,

fence, and protect the 2700 hectars.

Wbrk Schedule

Under the direction of Nr. 'Avian ADA, trio project work-fOrce includes 2

Niger technical agents, myself, and at the present time, 38 workera who

have Ueda hired from the local area. This year we are working out of Saban

Birni, a village bordering the Dalai, 23 kilometera NZ of Gaya. Each year

as the work-progresses further north up the Dallol workers who wish to

continue on the project caa move into villages near the plantation. Any

additional workers that we may need will be hired from these vilIagea.

A -
-

Agile try to follow a schedule ar work cycle thronghout the course of a year.

Although there-may be small changes made 'to speed up the wOrk a bits_we try

to accomplish things in this order: 1) delineate and map the plantation

boundaries, 2) piquetage on a 6 x 6 m; spacing, 3) plant the renier, 4)

construct a fence around the plantation; and finaII.72 5) cut a fireline

around the plantation. Once this is-completed, mature renter can be marked

and cut within specific exploitation zones in the Dallol

A. Delineation_and_Napping

This year, 3 parcels have been surveyed and mapped. These parcels: total=.

ling_approx. 600 hectares, are located beureenSaban Birni and Tounouga, a

small -bush village 10 kilometers south of Sabon_Birni. Of the three parcels,

parcel A (approx. 45 hectares) is immediately adjacent to Sabon Birni. This

area, now void of replier, was denae with trees only 10-15=years ago. Duae

adva_cement and overexploitation seem to be thi cause. Parcel., D, the largeat

(approx. 500 hectares) extends _7 kilometers from Sabon Birail South to near

Tounouga. Parcel C (45 hectares).is adjacent to Tounougas and was surveyed

late inJuly and early August. Because we were so far behind schedule; and

parcel B was not c9Mpletay planted yet, we had to abandon parcel C, with
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only 7 hectares planted, and fiaish parcel D before we were too far into the
ratty season

I used a builders levels a good field compass, and a 50 u, chain to survey
the - parcel boundaries. The best procedure for this, was with a clidinmens one
rod man and one man to place piquets. The workers were completely unfamiliar
with the equipment and procedure, but after a couple of days quickly caught
on.

Problems seemed to present themselves regularly, and we discovered new and
more efficient methods for getting the survey done. My piquetss that were
placed" in 50 m. intervals Were constantly removed by localss and: had to be
replaced several times. One meads of eliminating this problems and thus
saving a great deal of times would be to build the fence immediately after
thb survey of =a parcel. This year,there was a long time lag after the survey
simply because we had to plant immediately. It should be mentioned here that
we were at a considerable disadvantage this year in terms of scheduling,
availability of materials and administrafiye problem-Ss because the project
was in its in.(ancy, and we were not able tdstart before June. Also, through
experiences as I shall point out, we realized that the idealistic methods
we were usiags were too time consuming and not realistic in this situation.
Next yeamssurvcyl-riLl involve, surveying and mapping 1300 hectars, thus
gaining the 300 hecteres we were not able to plant this year This number
is high but very realistic, AS I will begin surveying in January and not July,
when tall millet slows the work considerably.

I have the use of a builders level in my work which is a'nice conveniences
and of course very precise. This equipment is often not available in the field,
where only a compass is on hand. The use of a good compass for laying out a
survey of this kind, would suffice very wells and would give the desired results
with little error.

B. Piquetage_

The method we began with for the piquetage, turnmd out to be the most time
consuming, difficult, frustrating and educational work operation to date. The
workers had spent several weeks cutting piquets in preparation for our June
piquetage. The work plan calls for rainier to be pleated on a 6 x-6 meter
spacing, and weyeat through great efforts to achieve exactly that. Our
resources consisted of a 30 m. chains two 100 m. ropes, a builders IeveIs 8
Surveying rods, and 40 workers, all of which were painstakingly utilized.
Howeversthe idea for the piquetage seemed reasonable, Take a 100 in. rope
and tie knots every 6 meters along its length. Once in the plantation simply
extend the rope betWeen 2 parallel lines and move along; 6 meters at a time,
placin!g piquets at each knot along the rope. The parallel IineS were made by
making one central line and drawing perpendiculars from that every' 30 meters
with the level and rods. This is where we ran into problems. Handeling a
100 meter rope is a bit difficult, and as it is pulled, stretches proportion
ately with the amount of pull. This was extremely time consuming and didn't
give us what we wanted_; straight lines. We thea cut the rope down to 30 m
and although this still didn't give us straignt lines.and a good 6 x 6 spacings
we accepted the error and continued to finish parcel A by this method. We
continued using the rope well into parcel D. However, by this time, it was
into Julys planting time was passing fnIckly, and the millet was simply too

.0,6111.0
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tall to move a 30 m. mope through. We were forced to use a simpler more ef-

ficient method. We thea tried having the workers space the .6 meter distance.

The only problem we had was ia the millet fields, where the workers often _

wandered away from each other, making a big gap between lines, or they would

converge on each otheri_sometimes even. crossing lines. I then noticed the

furrows in the" millet fields are approximately 1 meter apart and follow paral-

lel to one another. I positioned a worker at every -6th furrow ana instructed

them to simply pace along this furrow to the end of the fiel where they could

then see again. This worked quite well and eliminated most workers from

wanderiag c.c..-tiag ridiculously large gaps .between lines.

The pace method for our project didalt gire_us a concisteat 6 x 6 m. spacing,

but we were able to plant a tremendously large number of seeds in a relatively

short time. Considering the short 2 month planting period and the 1300 heetars

we will be plantiag next year, this pace method is certainly the most realittic

and efficient for our project.

C. Planting

The r8nier seeds we planted were gathered from and around the areas we were

planting. Finding the large number_ of teeds needed was do problem, as the

mature female trees were producing large quantities of seeds, Fruitt will

mature year=round, but the majority can be: found during the rainy season.

The fruit is a large ovoid drupe (1$x17. enjand contains 1=3 embryos, so we had

to separate the seeds from most every fruit. They would_be gathered by a truck

and dumped into a large_pilewhere 2-4 workers would simply beat the mature

fruit with a stick and separate-the seeds from the fibrous
fleshy metocarpe.

From here the workers would fill their baskets with seeds and continue to the

Worksite not far away. To direct plaat a lire of seeds requires 2 workers 4

The first would dig a shallow 10-20 cm. hole with a local cultivating tool at

each piquet. He would continue on, and the second man with the basket of seeds

would drop a seed in the hole, mesocarpe facing down arm cover the teed with

soil.. The process £ fast and. simple, and we planted the 600 hectares between

3 July'und 18 August.

Germination of the seeds took place within several days in the low moitt soil,

but of course ia higher areas where the soil was -not as moist germination took

1-2 weekt. There was not time to take data on percent geminated, as this

will have to wait until the first leaves begin to appear 6 -.7 months after

germination.

D. Fencing the Plantatiorr
.

At_this_time we are digging the holes for the fence posts in parcel B. We are

only able tozo as far as securing the posts in the ground because the barbed

wire has not arrived yet. 7e are using Oilier posts that have, been cut from

the local area, and when materials arrive, the fence will be S strand barbed Wire.

To secure posts well into the_ sandy soil, we have gathered
large quantities

of rocks from the plateau, and will place several rocks around the base of each

post. We will also be treatises the base of each rimier post with the chemical,

Liadane to control termites and other iasects. We had hoped to use Dieldrin

as it is effective for a longertime
than Lindane, but it was not available. To

properly aliul the post-holes along grc,at distances, I_am using the builders

level to align piquets placed about every 30 meters along the line. Immediately

14



following me are 3 workers, 2 with a 30 m. rope, and 1 to place piquets at
each 6 m. length of the rope, marked by tied knots. They simay'stretch the
rope betwee:: my aligned piquets. Finally, following these 3_vorkers are the
rest, of the crew, who are digging the post=heles at every piquet.

Initial reaction by villagers to the fencing of such a large area was negative,
With many of he fields fouad within the limits of the plantation they feared
the fence would_ completely blodk the trails Ieadiag inte.their fields. However;
we will not be blocking these trails. The fence will riot extead across trafln
that are used regularly and are not just temporary.

The areas in aae around_ the plantations is the.Dallol are_extremly dense -with
tall,anaual_graSses.. These grasses propose as annual problem With bush_fires
buraing virtually uncontrolled through most parts of the Dallel in the dry
season. Young r8aier win most likely not die from these surface fires, but
the_new growth win be burned, aid the emergence of the trunk from the soil
could be retarded as_much as 10 years. For this reason we_are cultivating a
15_0. firelaae_around the perimeter of each plantation. E11 grasses are
cultivated with_local cultuvating hoes, and all shrubs are removed as well.
The dried material is then raked together and burned in the firelaneI_with_oaly
large trees acid exposed sand remaining. In cases where a farmers. field exteads
across the fire-lane; we continue cultivating on the other side, as,the crops
will be harvested leaving a good cleared area. This IS m. width is considered
minimum, and in many areas_ where the grass_is very tall and fire danger is .

extreme, I have enlarged the firelane to 20 m.

The barbed wire fence was initially intended to be constructed along the in
ner side of the firelane, thus protecting the fence itself from being destroyed
from bush fires. However, a receat decision by the project director and a
representative from the financing corporation, has determined that the fence
will be constructed along the outer edge of the firelane. Considering we are
using r8nier and not metal posts, this decision could cause considerable
damage to the fence, and a loss of funds to replace burned sections of fence
every year. Perhaps next year after we have been through a SeaSou of bush fires,
and have evaluated the potential damage that these fires can cause, it is hope
ful a more wise decision will be made regarding the placement of the feace.

Renierploitation

This year, 5000 mature male rillmiers will be marked for expdoitatioa in the Dal
lol. These trees will be marked with red paint, at the base, for easy ideati
fication later, by forest guards. This number of 5000 was estimated by direct
counting of realer is the Dallol and fLture estimates will also be based on
direct counting. The trees will be cut from specific "zones of exploitation"
that have been determined by density and .iumber of mature males presert. Female,
trees may also be cut, but only when they are old and ao longer producing_ fruit,
or occasionally when no mature males are preseat in a done -stand of females.
The latter to facilitate transportation of the wood to local villages.

Being a protected species in Niger requires that a cutting permit be issued
before a tree caa be removed. Maier permits cost 600 CFA per tree arid_ are
issued by the: Eaux et Forets Chef d'Arrondissement after 1 November. The

.../...
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Chef continues to issue cutting permits until the specified number of

trees to be cut for the year has been reached. The permit is then is

sued and Cze cutting is supervised by an employee of 3Auk et Forts to

insure the proper number of trees have been cut.

It is hopeful that there will be brigade of men formed whose responsibility

would be solely the supervision of 'tinier removal. The primary benefit of

having such a brigade would be a greater control, by 3aux et Forets, over

the remarkable extent of illegal exploitation that occurs in the Dallo/

Enotmbus amounts of renier are annually removed by individuals who have not

been issued a permit to cut. At this time it is very difficult for the

forest guardsi working in the Dallol, to control such a large area properly.

A larger work force for forest protection against such illegal practices

would better insure proper management techniques to be successful.

CCNCLUSIQUC

TheReneraieproject got off to a late start this year, and we are really

just coming to grips with the magnitude of this project. _We are behind

schedule with only 600_6f the required 900 hectares planed. Procedural__

and administrative problems kept us from meeting our 900 hectares require

ment.

However, problems of this sort are common as a new project is undertaken,

and AOW we have a great deal of valuable experience behind us as well as

time, to accomplish next years 1300 hectar requirement. Workers will be

paid regularly, equipment and procedure has been refined to be more ef

ficient (especially the piquetage) and we will not have to push the

equivalent of 12 months work into a 6 month period. At this time we still

have a great deal of work to do on the fence around the plantations, and we wi

will be learning new ways and means of improving the work for the cooing

years. Also in a years time definite conoIusions on the success of germ

ination cah be made on this years plantings.

16
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-11ELLAGE NURSERIES =. KONGOUSSI 1978

by

Mary Young

Pea.ce corps = Upper Volta

October 1978
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VILLAGE; NURSERLES

Ifa4GOUSSI 1978

7 pilot village nurseries were started in July/August 1978 in the
Kogoussi/T ':are region Of Upper Volta. Sites were chosen by the Faux
et Forks forester of Tikare and the oaD Agents and the PCV in Bengoussi.
The reasons for starting nurseries were varied hopirig to alleviate some
of the problems and improve the success rate of village reforestation
projects.

,forking with om personnel the PCV representing the Eaux et Forks
set up two village =2-series in the Kongoussi region. The forest=er in
Tikare.established five working directly with village groups For each
nursery in t'-e Tikare region, Catholic Relief Services donated one 25
meter roil of fencing, one wheelbarrow, one watering can, one shovel,
and 3. sack of cement. The viIIngers supplied the labor, fertilizer,
and posts. The neem and cassia seeds were collected by the Eaux et Forts
nursery personnel; neere seeds donated by the villagers or bought in, the
markets. , The Tikare- E et F agent and the PCV designed a 3 seed bed plan.=
each seed bed being six meters by one meter with 50 cetimeters between
each bed and the fencing. The two villages the PCV worked with did not
receive the same CRS aid. Youginini received a 25 meter roil of fencing
leftover from the Kongoussi nursery fence and used the same _3 seedbed_
plan. At the Tangaye rural school the formatcur supplied his own fencing
preparing six-four by one meter seed beds. However he did receive an Old
barrel leftover from a Kongoussi reforestation project to help transport
water from the lake-their year round water supply. The labor; posts, and
fertilizer were supplied by the villagers/students and the seeds from the
Kongoussi nursery and marketi

The site for each nursery was chosen in Tikare by the forestry agent
and in KaRgoussi b7 the PCV and the (RD agents. The nursery was to be as
close to the water supply as possible to facilitate watering. At their
respective nurseries the Tikare forestor and the aU) agent and PCV supervised
and explained every step in establishing the nursery- ,layout; picketing, fencing,
bed preparation, etc 'Each bed was worked with Babas_ mixing in manure and/or
compost. The seed beds were planted in late July/early August _for two reasons.
',Teem and cassia seeds mature during those months and can be collected and
planted immediately eliminating the need for storage. Also, appropriate sized
seedlings will be produced for the planting season next year. None of the
seeds received any treatment before sawing. Seeds were sown in lines 25 cm
apart perpendicular to the length of the bed. After covering the seeds with
grass the beds were kept moist, watered if the rains were not sufficient.
Approximately one month after satin& the seedlings were thinned to 5 cm
spacingi

Basic maintenance of the seed beds is necessary between the time of
the thinning and the planting season. Beds are weeded and soil worked as
needed and seedlings watered two times a week. The, trees should be ready
at the beginning of June and planter as soon as possible. After the planting
season the beds will be cleared; reworked, and revived with compost/Manure

18
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and prepared for sowing ia.early Angust. The Tikare forestor and the

ORD personnel will supervise the continuation of their respective

nurseries.

The reasons for starting village nurseries were varied. I-The

two Eaux et Forgts nurseries have been unable to satisfy the yearly'

demands in the region. They supply an area with a radiusof appr. 45 kms.

with Neem and Cassia seedlings. 2-Bicycles are the usual transporting
vehicules and distances from village to nursery are sometimes greater than

45 kms. The transporting is a problem 1i cause even if the seedlings are handled

properly in the.nursery and an arrival at the plantation site and the
roots adequately protected from drying out, tile tens of kilometers

bumping .along an dirt paths negatively affect the seedlings chances of

survival. 3-That the tree will be planted the same day it is picked up

at the nursery is not assured. 4-Lack of maintenance has always been a

no-in reason for the failure in a reforestation plantation project. The

basic maintenance requirements-fencing, termite control, watering-are
seldom met.

Village nurseries may .be able to solve these problems and assure
a better success rate in the village plantations. I-The 3-bed plan

can produce nearly 1200 seedlings each year fulfilling the.average
annual village demand. This diminishes the demands made on the central
nurseries and they can now concentrate on local species and fruit trees

which require more attention_ and special materials..plastic pot_ ts, pulveri-

sateurs, etc. 2&3-Transporting of trees from the nursery to the site has

been reduced to a minimum and same day planting is assured. 4-The survival

of the trees the villagers have raised for almost a year may become more

important to them. Importance of maintenance of seedlings in the nursery
for the past year has been clearly illustrated to the villagers. The

equally important maintenance of the trees after plantation is clear and

more apt to be followed.

ORD rural Schools and villages with established alD groups active

in reforestatioa would be good locations for future village nurseries.

Each village /School would be supervised by the Gap agent living in the

village and the Eaux et Forgts agent for the region. Though active_only

10 months of the- year,- the (PID rural schools re .equipped with a year

round water supply_ and_ various working materials. Children power and

energy are channelled by the formateur through their various projects.

In establishing a nursery with the students they learn reforestation

from step one and are able to carry it through full cycle. Ath the
ORD.groups o-metimes the whole village is active and one member assigned

to CirganisE ...nd supervise the villagels reforestation projects. The

/imitingfactor this past year was finding a year round water supply,

which is essential, for each village that wanted.,to do a nursery.

MAXI YOUIG
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The Yegelalan Sand Dune Stabilization pro;ect, which is funded by CARE
began actual fieldwork in the fall of 1977 and -is presently one year

old. The object of this report is to describe the progress and some of

the experience that was gained in the initial year of work. The n13.442=

vial arrangements are not dealt with.

The town and the valley_of Yegelalan ,are located in the Arrondissement
of Bouza at approximately 16° latitude and in the 350 mm rainfall zone.

The site of -this year's plantation, which is actually closest to the

village of Asaroul is on a 2 km long system of dunes which sits_ on the

edge of the valley and is constantly pouring sand into the marsh below

therefore increasing the relative depth to the water table and making

it less valuable for the production of cash crops.

In talking with locals one can quickly find out that the families in

the town of Asarou and to soma extent YegeIaIan originated in the town

Djible on higher ground to the west. About thirty years ago families
started moving in seasonally and then permanently to exploit the marshy

areas for cash crops (mostly sugar cane and manioc.) The people did

well with the cash crops in the lowlands but always had to turn to the

marginal sandy hills to grow millet, In doing so they had to compete

With the herders that once dominated the area and worked out of the

old livestock trading center of Tabakaki (see map).

Today many of the hills that should be left fallow or to grazing, are

covered with drifting sand and still cultivated every year. Desertifi

cation is a serious problem.

TNE__NMSEEI

The first part of the project was to set up-a nursery in the valley

directly adjacent to the spot picked for that yearns plantation. -The

area was fenced off and 3 shallow (3 to 9 m.) -wells were dug using

sheet metal material from Old oil drums (200 1 capacity) as sharing.

This is a-relatively easy, inexpensive way of constructing a shallow

well and in our case of using temporary nurseries (moved each year)

it Was found most desirable. Using workers and one bead nuseryman,

330000 seedlings were raised in plastic pots between the months of

November and July. The species were Eta=cammadulenalabinmEmILE
juliflora, Acacia seiImalParkiasamia 17tamarix artiCulati;

T. articulata was propagated by cuttings about 10 cm. long and betwemm
0.'75 & 2.0 cm in diameter (Joe between the size of a finger and a pencil)

(FAO 1979);

E.__cainaldulensii'was directly seeded into the Pots using a needle or
Urge thern_llielier 1977) and, after the pots were topped with a 1.2 em;
mach of millet chaffhey were watered with regular:matering cans.
After germination, plantS,were thinned down to one per pot and some

transplanted to those potsNwith none- This method was found to ,give

good results and was far sineller than the standard Nobila method which

uses seed beds for germination and then transplanting small seedlings

to individual pots.

All other species were raised ay'standard procedure for potted stock

(Veber 1977).
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MILE T STALK PALISADES

During the months of March, April and -May, palisades of millet stalk
Wind breaks were set up on the dune to temporarily stabilize the dunes
and to give the seedlings about a year of protection. from_winds ,which
would otherwise quickly dessidate and erode the sand out from under the
'seedlingsi

The seasonal monsoon and harmattan winds blow generally from the west-
south=west and eastnort&eest respectively (Wilson 1971). The latter
pushes sands into the valley every day season and the former, less
strong of the two, pushes the dunes back every rainy season. Erecause
of the wind direction, the dunes are almost perfectly oriented north
south. Hence to oppose the prewiling winds, the palisades were also
oriented northsouth, i.e. along the long axis of the dunes and
perpendicular to the winds. Ch top of the dunes, the lines diverged
from due north-south orientation and were contoured to parallel the
curved brink of the dune.
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The _spacing; betWeen palisades and whether or not to put in crossing
sectiens, i.e. a checkerboard pattern, is one of the most interesting
questions in sand dune fixation. The object is obviously to find the
most efficient system, given the wind conditions on the erddabiLtty,
of the terrain. Because in this case thOirinds generally blow from
opposite.direetions, parallel palisades were considered sufficient.
-lam the top and on the leeward face of the dunes, where the terrain
is made up of steep exposed slopes of fine grain sand, the palisades
were spaced 8 meters apart. However, on the windward slope leading
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up to the dunes, where slopes are far less severe and sand particles
much coarser and therefore less susceptable to wind erosion, a wider

spacing of 12 meters was used.

The lines were surveyed in, using a Silva Ranger hand compass and a 50 m

tape. 0atop of the dunes the contoured lines ),iere marked out using a

20 m tape.

All the labor was provided by local villagers a different village working
each day of the 5 dak work Week. In all it-took $5 work days for an
average cf 48 villagers per day to put up 11.2 kite et millet stalk
°palisades which protected a 10.9 hectare plantation; _A, total of 13,251
bundles of millet stakls were used. This cones to 0.89 meters of wind
break per bundle of stalks, which will be an important number when.it
cones time to decide how many seedlings to raise in the nursery for a
given size dune plantation which is limited by-the number of bundles

of stalks available.

KAMM
The out planting of seedlings from the nursery took place during the last

two weeks of July. On the LoSt active areas on the top and en the leeward

face of the dune8 a 2 m x 2 m. arrangement of trees was planted in the

8 m Wide strips between palisadesi Oft the less active areas benind the
dune on the wind ward side, a 3 m x 3 mi spacing was planted in the 12 m

strips between the palisades. That is, in each case there were 4 rows
of trees planted between th palisades.

-A mixed association of species was considered most desirable. Hence

on the,most downhill lines the tall fait growing.E. camaldulensiS
was planted to lower the Velocity of winds coning from a higher altitude

and to protect adjacent' high ground. Melling up hill the next line was
P. juliflora, a species which grows on dunes_as a spreading shrub, ideal'.

for countering the most pi:la-ging winds that are within a meter of the

Soil surface. The next line was of a local species either Ai,senegal
an 11,--articulataand the last Iine_was a repeat of P. luliflora.
P. aculata, a species'which has had limited success on other dune

plantations, was to some extent planted as an alternative to the local

species. Due to a Shortage of millet stalks fox\ making palisades, the

Size of the plantation had to be reduced, which resulted in an excess
of trees. Trees were hence interplanted in the rows, doubling the
number of planting spots. The_practice is of questionable merit due
to the possibi4ty of overstocking but may prbve valuable if seedling

mortality is high,

The actual marking out of the planting spots was done by pacingi Which

proved quite adequate by using the surveyed palisades as a guidaine.

The bulk afithe transportation of seedlings was done with the project
vehicle, a Saviem TP 3, which can carry 500 seedlings without. stacking;

The nursery workers did most of the pIamting with significant volunteer

help from young boYs. The predigging of holes in the friable sandy soil
was not necessary and infect undesirable due to water loss by dessication.

Compared to previous experience with planting wind breaks-in agricultural
land, the planting of the dunes went very fast.
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moromma

Aside from a live fence of prjuliflera planted along the only path passing

through the plantation, protection against browsing livestock was completely

left up to 2 guar4Working from sunrise to sunset seven days a week*

Previous. experiente with other CARE projects Landled this way has proved

successful if responsible guards could be found. This method of prOtection

is even more desirable if compared to the only other alternative for such

a large plantation, i.e. five strand barbed wire fencing, which has never

been success ful in stopping goats and:Which often ends up being an excuse for

for Iax wokk an the part of the guards;

In the end though the best and only real protection is the cooperation ct
local villagers and herders:

-0$21CLUSECN

For the upcomdng year perhaps the most important place fer improving metodology

is in the planning of the number-of trees raised in the nursery based oa the

available millet,_stalks to protect them. In doing so, overstocking And the

needless waste. of time and money can hopefully be avoidec4

There is little doubt that the technology is there to stabilize sand dunes in

the African Sahel. The question is not so much how to fix or stibilize dunes

but more important, why are they there and how can the man=made desertifying

pressukes on the ecosystem be eliminated.
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INTRODUCTIO4

In the Sahel, the farmenfland is the basis al' his country's live -

lihood. Food, fuel and shelter come from the land. The rural economy

is based upon the surpius harvested from the land.

At present, the Sandiian farmers face a very-real paradox. On'the

one hand, they :have AdeqUate_quantities of soil, sun and rainfall; on

the 'Other, they are faced with erratic'rainfall diatribution, intense

kin and wind, and increasing pressdre to produce more from a given amount

of land. When the above conditions_are couPled_with an outmoded system

ofland-ase, the farmer fiUda_hiMaelf in a marginal position with very

little -hope of_improveMent. PUrthermore, modern agriculture is based on

tj wide use of .chemical fertilizers which remain too expensive for sub-

slstence farmere.

To help ameliorate the deteriorating situation, CARE, at the request

of the Chadian Governments has planned and implemented the Acacia abida

Project, a farmland reatoration program. The hub of the project is the
esiabliahment of stands of the Acacia_albida tree in the grain fields of

the farmers. This tree has a reverse deciduous cycle whereby it defoliates

at the onset of the planting season. The land can_be planted, in

-grain while receiving year-round vegetative cover from the harsh SaheLtar?

elements. Furthermore, the plans wh:en are grown under the crown of the

Acacia aIbida are-generally superior tb the plants grown in the open

(Studies of fields populated by th3Atacla-albida point to an average

increase in grain production of to as compared to bare fields;..These

fields With stands of Acacia alb4.A,generally require little or no fat

lowing. This is in contrast to op 4E fields which require fallowing in at

least one year in two; or worse, many fieldsJare cropped until rendered

useless. T:us through the establishment of stands of he Acacia albida

tree, farmland, the country's essential capital is expanded°

To complement the Acatia_aIbidaplantings, the project-includes two

other components

a) village tree plantings Will protect the land and the people from the

elements and will provide fuel and construction materialS,

b) establishment of live fences will allow the farmer and the gardener

the basic means to protect and control his land and crops against

damage from animals.

THE- MAIN GOAL

The main goal of the project is that farmers become J-terested in the

establishment and protection of trees. As broadly stated in the introductiong

trees are a vital renewable resource of the Sahel and their presence is a

vital necessity of the future of the Sahel. To accomplish this goal the

project empkyalfour basic methodologies: a) simple techniques, b) short

term encouragements, c) high field presence, and d) graphic presentations.

2
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The techniques must respect the land -use patterns of Sahelian farm-

land as well as the technical difficulties of decentralized plantings.

The field trees (Acacia albida and some live-fencing) individual fenceS

Are used. These types of fences allow people to use traditional paths
as well as to allow animals where the volunteer farmers do not have
contiguous fields, individual fencing is more economic.

Sahelian farmers are like any farmer in the worId; they are not going

to invest time and energy in something which will notvay-out within a year

or two unless they receive some aid. The live-fencing component is a
short-term-payout investment of energy as attested. to by the small farmers
requesting live...fence species to protect_their fields and gardens. However,

the datablishment of the Acacia-- albida is an investment of energy on a long

term payout which may never directly benefit the farmer who plants the tree.

A dense population of trees (80ha) might begin to benefit the field in

eight to ten years (by this time, the field is being cropped by another

farmer or has(gone back into the fallow cycle). _Thus, the establishment

of the Acacia albida is really a Public Works effort that is necessary for

the community'. but nay never benefit the original planter and protector.

For this reason: the Accasia albida project has subsidized the efforts of

the farmer with a frod-for-workcomponent. asides encouraging farmers to
plant trees which are a benefit to the community in general, this food sup -

pIements a depleted food stock which is generally under stress during the

high energy requirement of the farming season.

High field presence of aTT project personnel is a basic target of the

project To farmers who have gotten along for centuries without planting

or protecting trees, a_strong extension program is required to reinforce

the notion that tree planting is a vital Sahelian activity. On the other

hand, the farmer is not going to be interested if the project personnel do

not show intereat. Fortunately, the Chadian Forestry Service has appointed

14 dynamic azents to participate in the AcAcia_albida project. These

agents are assisted by five Peace Corps Volunteers and numerous village ex.

tension aids. These L4 agents guide the planting activity of over 2.000

farmers and are active in the education of many more. Any success of this

project is heavily depende,. apon the hard work and dedication of these

people. The project provides each agent and volunteer with a mobylette.

Many of the village aides have bicycles.

The project would, be a failure if some interest in planting trees was

not generating amongst the farmers, In the course of thethree years of

the project, the besttsalesmens of the concepts_of the project has been

the agents and the farmers themselves. In the last year, the results of

some phases of the project has attracted the attention of farmers. Movies

are being taken and shown back to the gainers. These Movies allow the far

mers and the agents- to..articulate the reasons for planting and protecting

trees._ The results of this medium are yet being weighed, but it is one way

to call relevant attention to the r-ed of tree planting in the Sahel.
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Implementation activities

There are currently 9_field nurseries producing an annual total of
about 300,000 seedlings. These seedlings are planted=out by over 2,000
farmers and their families. The trees are moved out into the field in
early July 2or planting during the ieriod of mid-July co mid-August. Al -
though some work, has been done on irrigating planted trees, the planting
dates generally depend upon the timing and quantity of rains,

The Acacia albida seedlings are protected by individualfences made
up of stakes and thorns. The stakes and thorns are treated against termites
With crankcase oil and anti-termite chemicals,

The seedlings themselves are attacked by caterpillarS, spiders;
domestic animals and elephants. The insects are treated with HCH, the
domeatic AnimAlS are deterred to some degree by the individual fences.
The elephants remain a problem in some areas. Anti-deer spray seems to

to have helped and cattle blood will be tried this year.

Several methods of planting the trees 'ave been tried With the result'

still inconclusive. The "best" system seems to be a function of climatic

and logiatic'problems.

Direct seeding has been successful to some degree in at least one area,
but it may require some dry season irrigation. However, even with irrigation,

direct seeding may result in much lower capital costs such as transport and

nur ery expenses.

large scale establishment of Comiphors as live-fencing is being tried

in the northern - zone -(400 isehyete)4 If this is successful, large scale
lite=fence operations could take place from cuttings of Comiphord.

Excellent take_and development of Acacia albida seedlings has been

experienced in the 850 mm isohyete area. This is due to superior nursery

stock (4 mo..) and timely planting c7_seedlings. Many af these seedlings

are over a meter after one growing season,'

Farmers must show a certain degree of initiative to remain in the

project.

However, with the goal to educate so many farmers as possible.in the

planting of trees, most farmers are given the benefit of the doubt. In the

600 mm isohyete zone, two to three week droughts during July and August have

been experienced, in every season. In cases like this, those farmers

having very low take rate bdt wanting to remain in the project are allowed

to do so. FUrthermore the decentralized nature of the project means that

some farmers receive less than satisfactory suryeillance. The solution to

this problem is not to eliminate the farmer but rather to privide better
educational-tools such as=training films and better trained village aides.

The project is funded trough 1979. However, it is hoped that recogni,..

tion of the importance of forestry in the Sahel will allow, continuation of

this project or a project rimilar to it thereby the farmer will participate

in the planting of trees. Four years is enough time to establish tree plant -

ings but not enough time to ingrain t'ae not2en in small farmers that trees
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must be planted and protected. In shorts if the Sahel is to be reforested,
the small farmer will play an important part.

OtherProblems

Farmers were very suspicious in the beginning. They heard that the

government would abscond their land once the trees came to term. Through

the constant presence of the forestry agents, the farmers have undestood

that this is not so.

The fear of birds also caused problems. The fact that trees provide

homes for birds make some farmers hesitate before planting trees. The

bird problem will one day be solved, but if the Sahel is to continue to

be fertile, it cannot be solved at the expense of Sahelian trees.

A final Word

If the Sahel is to remain hospitable, trees must be propagated

and protected. Modern Technology has not yet found solutions to the

problems facedby the subsistence faria.?..r who cannot pay for fertilizers

and insecticides. The litter of trees and grasses provide the bulk of

plant nutritients returned to the topsoil every year,i This source is

renewable and costs only What the farmer pays out in energy to propagate

and protect it. The lesson of the value of protecting this renewable

source of nutrients is quite evident to one travelling in the Sahel :

where trees, especially Acacia albida, are protected by the local po

pulations the ground is continually fertile; where all trees have dis.

sapeared, solhas the producing part of the soil.

Fdel isproVided by wood== this is aIso a renewable_ resource is

required if it is not to dissapear altogether. The one big alternative

to wood as fdel is dung. When the wife and the farmer start disputing

the use of dung, the area has indeed been improverishedi
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PERSIIIAL WORK

I am assigned to the Mafia() zone of the CARE/CHAD Acacia Albida project.

HaTleo is a fair sized village, of approximately 700 persons, located

seventy kilometers south of N'Djamena and it contains one of the larger

CARE/CHAD nurseries. Since m arrival in April, may time has been split

between nursery work and field operations.

At first, most of my time was.apent in the nursery organizing end giving

technical assistance. I worked at the same level as the existing Chef

de la P6piniere. Together, we prepared the 120,000 seedling capacity
nursery for the approaching planting season. In this context, my work

involved : seed germination techniques preparation of watering schedule:i,

organization of workers, and organization of work in ntachen (or task)

syStems. By the arrival of the planting season, we had the following

composition of seedlings

IshImber of seedlings

Acacia'albida 70.000

Parkinsonia spp. 40.000

Azadirachta indica 3.500

2,500

Albezzia_lebeck 2.000

Eucalyptus spR,, 500

nal211MillSA1121. 500

The second phase of my work in Mlle° involves organizational, Supervi=

sional and technical assistance with field operations. Here, I work

directly with the nsurveilIants" for each village. I work in two zones

wkich serve, in total, 25 villages; each zone being under the supervision

of one Eaux er ForOts agent. This season, the nsurveilIants" and I listed
participating farmers with certain specifics on each farmer, such as _s

first, second or third year participant, operations conpleted for this

season, number of trees living in field, number to rePlant or number to

be furnished. We also did much work together an preparing the villages

for the arrival of the potted seedlings. This included (firstly) the
location and construction of sm011 holding nurseries (pdpinieres inter-

mediaires) in each village; It was also necessary at this point to
locate and develop a water supply for the nurseries. Usually we choad a

nearby depression that was known to hold water and then deepened and

protected it. This water, received from the intermittent rains that come

before the onset of the real rainy season, served to weterseedlings before,

during and after outplanting. At the same time, we encouraged - the farmers

to better prepare their fields for planting, by digging small basins and

adding herring bone dykes (arttos de poissan) to trap more efficiently

run=off water. The idea of the small dykes didn't come accross too well,

but we hope that the farmers will notice the b:inefit derived from those

that were done properly.
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During the actual planting, our work involved much demonstration an

planting techniques and organization of village workers into teams

to maximize use of time and materials. Lastly, I have been involved

in the direct sowing portion of our program. As our zealous agents

had over recruited_for this year, We were forced to do some direct

sowing in practically every village. Farmers chosen to do the

nsemis-directu were generally the one with the most inaccessible fields.

After designating who was going to be iacluded, we then proceeded to give

demonstrations and handout seeds. Each site was to be soma with three clipped

Acacia albida seeds (for fast germination), W asked for the same site prepa-

ration; i.e. dug -out basin With herring-bone dykes. As soon as the real

rainy season began, about the 18th of July, the operation Started. Results

have been mixed. We found the best peril fw sawing accured during the

Last two weeks of July; a period which was marked by heavy daily rains.

The seeds sown at the very beginning of this period faired the best achieving

heights of-twenty centimeters by the first week in September. As the direct

sowing operation was late in_getting started, organization and implementation

were not optimal. Many villages were late in receiving seeds and often seed

quality was low. When considering the number of holes sown, the average

survival rate throughout the villages is about 3C. Several villages were

exceptioaai, however, having Survival rates of sixty to eighth' per cent.

The factors that combined for the great. success in these villages were :

geed seed, early distribution, good timing in sowing and genuine interest

and enthusiasm on the part of the farmers;

As this season finishes, my work continues in the area of field operations:

I imagine that next year, my work will be relatively similar except in the

nursery where I will take a much more indirect role.

...00000.00.110.
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'natal:1mM
During the past decadei there has been a continuing ,process of defores-

tatiaa in the region north ofNIDjamena, capital of Chad. This process

May be attributed to several factors. The steady poppIation-groith of

NIDjamana has increased the demand for firotioodscharcoal, and construe=

tion wood. Furthermore, many of the traditional herding sand agricultural

practices are destructive to the woody vegetation of the area. Herders

often lop trees to provide their livestock with fodder and trees suffer

directly from open-range livestock grazing. The clearing of wooded areas

for'agriculturai fields and the accidental spreading of fire from millet

fields to adjacent wooilots have further deforested the area.

These parameters, along With a prolonged drought, have caused a steady

rate of soil deterioration, soil erotica by wind and rain, compaction

and cracking of upper clay horizone, and nineral depletion. The effects

are a lower soil fertility and a poorer site productvity, which' further

tax the already marginal and fragile ecosystem.

In an effort to remedy this ailing situation, a project was designed and

started in 1976 by the tbited Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation

(FAO, in collaboration with the Chadian _Forest* Service. This project,

OKAP75/013, is titled "The management and exploitation of forest vegeta.

tion in the area around NfDjamena, Chad ";

SCOPE OF PROJECT

Finding : the project was conceived largely through the work of Mr. Joseph

Parkin, a FAO Forester from Switzerland._ He was the project director from

its onset. in. April, 1976 until +Larch, 1978. The original project document

slates that the, prceject will operate over a five year period with the'

fa:lowing financial contributions :

1,235,476 from the Elated Nations Development

Program (RDP)

from MISERECR (a German International
Aid Organization)

$ 125,0CD

67,000,000 CFA from the Chadian Government

Goals_and Objectives : the long term goal of the project is to halt the .

widespread, random destruction of the woody vegetation in this region and

to institute a rationzl system of management, utilization and exploitation

of these forest resources,_ ultimately, to introduce a sensible
land-use plan.

To achieve this goal, the following objectives must be implemented :

1) introduction of a reforestation technique which is adapted to the ecolo

gical conditions of the area and the socioeconomic conditions of the local

population. 2) protection of approximately-3500 ha. of naturally regenerated

forest vegetation through a network of protected woodloes, or uparcelItS",

3) application of intermediate treatments such as semi-direct seeding and

planting to increase thstocking of the Hparcelles", 4) inventory and

sampling of the uparcellesu in order to develop management plans qi-mird at

maximizing the productivity, regulating the harvest, and improving the

utilization and exPloitation of the woodresources, 5) training of Chadian

Forestry Agents in methods of natural regeneration and protection, and in

the use of surveying, topographic, and mensuration instruments in the field.
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Personal arld,-Eouipment : the project is based in an office house an
Avenue El Numeiry in NIDjamena. The staff includes two FAO personnel -
Robert Langley (Director) and joseph,Cravage (Foresty Expert), two Chadian
Forestry Agents Djendiye MfBainda and MiBatta-Earnace four Peace Corps
Volunteers - Chun Lai, Forester (Mapping), Charles Mhrcus, Pam Pomfret,
and Ray Stewart (Foresters), a secretary ; two chauffeurs, a forest techni-
cian stationed at the village of Dougui Touboubou, and pointeursus or
work supervisors; and workers - the number of whom vary according to the
quantity of work in progress:

Project equipment inaludes the following : a Toyota Landcruiser; two Peugeot
4124, a Renault R12, a Renault R4, a Bdrliet, two Renault tractors, a Nanette,
assorted surveyingl topographic, and mensuration instruments, various office
equipment, assorted handtools and other miscellaneous equipment and tools.

nescurricti OF PRQTIAT ZONE

The project zonc is located in the general vicinity of the Dougui Ekperimen-
tal Farci which is about 50 km', north of N'Djamena. The zone is estimated
to encompass about 32,000 ha, situated south of the paved road between
Dprmara and Massaguet.

This sparsely_populated area is characterized generally by deep, sandy soils,
with black, clayey soil prevalent in the low, wet places. The villagers are
homogeniously muslims, speaking Chadian Arabic and engaging themselves in
livestock herding, mainly cattle; goats and sheep, farming - mainly millet,
and firewood and charcoal production. The following is an estimation of the
breakdown of different land uses as a function of the total land area within
the project zone :

Traditional agriculture 34%
Forest pasture land 311Q%

Open-range pasture land 12%

Forest under protection 11% *
Cattle trails and transits 11%
Other uses

100%

* After compldtion of the projected 3 ;500 ha of protected Hparcenes".

The vegetation in the project zone can bp classed as Sahelian. The principal
naturally occuring woody species include : Acacia seyal, A. nilotiaa, -senegalp

A. Sieberiana,_Anogeissus leiocarpus, Balanites aemtiaca, Haubxraa-retictaata,
B. rufescens, Dielixostachys-alomerat
Diospyres-mew:7* ormis, Guiera-senegalensist Poupartia Birrea,
Stereespermum-Kunthianum, Tamarindus Ziziphus mauritiaca.

PRMTECTICK OF HPARCELTESP

The basic procedure in establishing a uparcelle is as follows : through
general reconnaissance, good areas of naturally regenerated forest vegetation
are identified and the chief of the village which traditionally owns the land
is contacted. If he expresses interest in setting up a uparcelleul negotiations
are held to delimit the boundaries of the Hparcelle". Upon striking up an
agreement, the boundaries are staked out and a Hpoanteuru is assigned to the
village to form and supervise a 30m an work crew from the village population,
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The actual protection work consists of building a uzeriban and clearing

out a firebreak. A uzeribafl the arable word for a thorn branch barrier,

is made by piling up thorny branches cut from trees in the firebreak

area and further out. A typical uzeriban is about two meters wide by two

meters high and oompletely encloSea the uparcelleu, keepiat livestock and

people out. A firebreak of 20 meters width is cleared exterior of the

uzeribau. All flammable plant materials are removed and woody stumps

burat to prevent regeneration in the firebreak area. Following thel,

completion of this work; a guardian - :usually -the chief of the village

is hired to patrol the pareelle" in the morning, reinforcing the "zeribau

when and where necessary and making sure that no livestock or people enter

the flparcelle".

Payment of Workers : The workers are paid in money from project funds and in

food from the World Food Program (WFP). A novice "pointeur" receives 420 FCFA

per working day, with periodic raises 4epending on the quality and duration

of his work. A worker is paid 270 FCFA and'a guardian 320 FCFA, per day. In

addition, the following ration of WFP is earned per day. 2 kg of cornmeal or

sorghum and 200 g of sardines. Monetary payments are made in the middle and

end of the month, the food is distributed at the end of the month.

SURVEYING OF mPARORtLFS11

To prepare for the surveying work, cement markers, or "borne" were put in

place on the corners of the firebreak perimeters. Then, by stationing a

theodolite, both the Wild TZ and Kern DNKM models were used, over these ubornesu,

interior angles were turned. DiStances between "bornes" were measured by

stadia rod sightings or Topofil, a measuring device which employs the movement

of string over a calibrated roller mechanism. On this fashion, closed traver-

ses were performed for all 13 parcenes and open-traverses, using hand compass

and metal measuring tape also, were ran to interconnect parcellea, villages,

major access trails or upistesu, and the paved road.

The surveying information has beet converted to rectangular coordinates from

which, the_following surface areas were calculated. The name of the "parcelle"

is taken from the village whidh owns the land and provided the labor for the

protection work. For these 13 parcelles, about 41 km of "zeribe have been

built and 44 km of firebreaks cleared.

ParceiIe
Surface Area -(inhectares)

166.96

Nagueta 59.84

Ailaha 4104
Tchikete 35.08

Touboubou I_ _36.25

Touboubou II 135.94

AhondroU
76.14

Lassada
96;19

Djimeze 38.21

Goua 53.73

Ardebe 40.92

Souete 64.99

Miaj elgue
50:70

Tara 896.49
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Using the rectangular coordinates, the parcenesu, villages major
upistesu and the paved road will be plotted on a map to be drawn at a
scale of 1:10,0004 A forest vegetation type map for the region has
already been developed, using information interpreted from a 1974
aerial photo series. This map at a 1:5000100 scale, classed forest
vegetation groups as Acacia, Mosaic - a mixture of several species,
or Steppe open terrain, very sparsely wooded.

STAND INVENTORY AND SAMPLING

Thus far, five parcelles - Tchikete, Touboubou I, Touboubou II, A1Lya
iand KiIm - have been inventoried. To prepare a parcene for inventory,

a network of section lines, or ulayoner., and pickets is created. Depending
an the size and shape of the parcelle, a base line is chosen from one of
the sides of the useribe. At 100 m. intervals along this base line, a
ulayonu about 1 m. wide is cleared through the uparcelleu following a
compass bearing which is perpendicular to the base line. Along this
fliayanfl, a wood picket is driven into the ground at 40 m. intervals,.
Afterwards, using millimeter graph paper at a scale of 1:1000 (A millimeter
1 meter) and pacing along the Hlayonsu individual trees and groups of trees
are plotted to scale on the graph paper. This provides general information
on stand composition and density, and the location of =pity spaces which
need to be seeded.

To date, onl y one nparcelleu, Tchikete, has been sampled. Using e stand
inventory map of Tchikete, the empty spaces were noted and the wooded areas,
comprising about 25 ha. were divided into 1 ha (100 by 1001) blocks. By
employing a random numbers table, five laloeks were selected for sampling, in
effect, a 201% sample of the wooded protion of the uparceneu. Bach selected
block was further divided into * ha. (50_x 50 m) sections. Within each_section,
every map was plotted by number and species on a sectian map and the following
measurements made and recorded : diameter class of tree at 30 centimeter
height, and crown diameter - two measurements at right angles. Caliper's were
used for measuring trunk diameter and stadia rods for crown diameterS and height
of tree, except for cases where the height exceeded the four meter-stadia rod,
a Leiss clinometer was used. This sampling method provides detailed information
on stand composition and density, crown volume and density, and serves as a
base for growth data.

SEEI-DIRECT SEEDING

This past rainy season, about 4100 ha of emPtY aad understocked areas withing
nine uparcelles" were And-direct seeded with various species of Acania)
Tamarindus Poup other secies. , about
55 ha. of low, swampy land and intermittent streams were seeded with Diospyros
mesniliformis.

Most of the seeds were purchased locally from villagers who collected them.
-keacia seeds, collected near Tourba, on the edge of Lake Chad, were given to the
project by the Chadian Forestry Servipe. Germination tests were performed an
different species of seeds to ascertain the best method of seed 'reatment -
soaking in sulfuric acid or in boiled water. and the optimal saucing time and
acid concentration.

Following a favorable rainfall, the seeds were treated according to the test
method which gave the best results and brought to the "parcelleu the same
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day for sela-direct seeding. The species chosen depended mainly on the

type of soil, for example : Acacia Senegal, in sandy soils, A. Sep al in
ineermediate types of soil, 7171X7Nilocica in black, clayey soils. The

procedure for seeding was as follows ragroup of three holes, closely
spaced together, is mader, one seed is placed in each hole and covered
with earth. The groups of seeds were spaced three to four meters from
each other. In addition, at the Dougui EkperimentaI Farm, bands of.
windbreaks, IC) and 15 meters wide, were laid out, tractor plowed, and
semi-direct seededo

NEW PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

This moathk three new PCVls joined the .Dougui Fbrestry Project. Pim Pomfret,

Ray Stewart end Charles Marcus. Amongst their dutieS they will assist in
establishing a seedling nursery of 60,000 trees at the village of Allayal

Improving the traditional teehdiques of charcoal production and integrating

the forestry and herding practices of the,rogion. They will also assist

in the angoirgsurveying stand inventory and sampling, and other work.

.=.1pw...

ur buildings will_be constructed, principally from MtSERFCR funds, planned

or the village of Dongui Allaya is the construction of a workshop-garage-
torage building which will be used for storage and repair of some project

ehicles and stockpiling of WFP food, and the principal control post which

will have office and living space for Chadian forestry Agents and/or PCVlso

Two additional control posts will be built.at the villages of Magueta and

Ainjelgue. Detailed construction plans :and bids from local entrepreneurs
dhave been sent to FAD headqddrters in Rome tor 'approval and selection di' a

contractor,

In addition, two mud-brick, tin roof, cement floor houses will be built for

project use at Allaya and Dougui Touboubou. Negotiations are in process with

EAR for the installation of closed=system wells at some of the building sites,

TRAINING-OF-CHADIANNATISITALS

Training of Chadiaa Forestry personnel is achieved through the endowment Of

scholarships and training in the field. The project has provisions for the

granting of two scholarships, each for a duration of two academic years at the

Forestry School in Banco, Ivory Coast, to Chadiaa Forestry Agents who have

shown quality work with the project. Currently, Mr. Bardoum, who worked w

the project in 1976-77 Is enrolled in his second year cf 'study at Banco;

Traiaing in the field is a continual affair involving the exchange of experiences

and knowledge. Thus far, the Chadian counterparts have shown good progress in

the operation and application of surveying and mensuration instruments. With

further training: they' can become qualified forestry techniciars.

14SCTSSION

This project has taken some positive steps and directions in its first two

years. It has introduced an alternative approach to the prevalent method

of reforestation in the Sahel - that of plantiago

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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,Protection of natural regeneration through a system of "zeribas" firebreaks
and guardians has some distinct advantages. In terms of time, money and labor,
establishment of a "parcelle" is less costly per unit area then establishment
of a plantation. The technology and equipment involved are on a very basic
level, thus permitting the villagers to do all the protection work with their
own axes and machetes.. When properly installed and maintained, the "zeribas"
- firebreaks guardian. system ensures virtually 100% protection against
unwarranted-cutting, livestock grasing and fire. Protection facilitates the
natural regeneration process and contributes to'soil and site rehabilitation.
Intact "parcelles" are-conducive to research, survey and mensuration of the
forest vc.Igetation within, eventually providAng volume and gowth rate Won-
mation. In addition, the economy of the local population is given a boost
from the matey and food earned for protection work.

This putting into reserve of some wooded areas discourages indiscriminate
cutting and with 'proper management and exploitation, will yield many
future benefits to the local villager. thiz example of conser-
vation will lead the villagers to the important realization that wise land -
use is imperative and Also highIrbeneficiaI in a fragile ecosystem such
as the Sahel. Ultimately, that realization is the key to reversing the
wanton process of natural resource decimation*

40
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ROTES FROM .T tiORIO3HOP3 ON DESERTIFICATICa,

Process of Desertification

The flowchart on the following page is mearly an attempt to diag am Some
of the more obvious elements in the process of desertification.

From the outset one must agree that desert encrouchment is, for the most
100t, a manmade phenomenum. Periodic prolonged drought along with other
climatic factors, may trigger the situation, but it is the manmade pres
sures that set up the problem and then prolong it once it is movingi

Over the past year6 the increase in services that the people of the
Sebel'have received from the outside world has to some degree buffered
the effect of natural disasters like epidemics and droughts that kept
the human population in line with the regions carrying Capacity for the
species' This situation along_with the exclusion or omission of modern
birth_control methods has resulted in a population Which is growing at a
largely unreStricted rate and at the same time trying to subsist on very
limited marginal land.

To the pastoralist this means that he must increase his herd of animals
to feed his larger family and to have enough animals to get through a
dry period for he has no alternative form of capital accumulation. On

the limited marginal rangeland this has led to overgraZing.

To the sedentary farmOr who is increasingly planting cash crops to sup=,
piement staple crops,-it means he must plant more crops on increasingly
scarce land. This in turn leads to competition With the pastoralist-for
land and unjudicious cultivation due to lack of following.

To the urbanite, who depends indirectly on the pastoralist and the

sedentary farmer for food products, it means more direciciy that increased

amounts of firewood must be cut in-the'srea surrounding his town or city

to support the growing population. This obviously can lead to deforest
ation for which there are some very severe examples.

In the end it comes down to the three main destructuve prossureI on the

ecosystem : overgrazing, deforostatian , and unjudicious titivation

practices. The three of which, when combined with karions climatic
factors such as beams rains, wind and drought, can cAly, ix: left un
checked, lead to devegetation erosion, and finally to desert.

An important factor in the meess of desertification, the lack of fat -=

lowing is compounded by the nonplanting of deep rooting cover_ crops or
peri6tial grasses an those fieldb which are left fallow, as these grasses
can not properly improve a field under extended drought conditions be
cause of poor viability of seeds or the plantsinability to mature before

the rains end.
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Flowchart: PROCESSES OF DERTIFICATIM
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Many villages under subsistence farming feel- they have no choice but

to plant as much land as they can even though they think the soil needs

to be left fallow. They only see the present and the present is allpres=

sing, furt crmorepin leaving half of their fields fallow there is little

doubt that they will not be able to produce enough food fez. their own

subsistence.

Humans have been favored, in the ecosystem and when an ecosystem falls

apart, normally it is the favored species that suffers most.

With proper edu-ration of the people through extension agents, radio and,

perhaps in the future, television of the on going process of desertifi-

cation it is hoped that the people thenselves will become receptable to

methods and techniques which .can aid in- the arresting of he process.

Combatting Losertification

Perhaps a futurrs; :rise in living standards will lead to a voluntary birth

control,

Land use planning as apposed to family planning might be much easier to

institute (1) because government controls all land, it could be a very

powerful tcei to combat desertification (2) because there is no private

ownership, farmers are less apt to p- otice good land management on their

own . A line across Niger has already been draWn, north of yhich no cuItimk

vatian is allowed, it only needs to be enforced.

The technology for combatting desertification is there and proven, but the

problem is getting the people to accept that there is a problem and that

they have the responsibility to fight it The great green wall of China

was very EArmessfull planting thousands of kilometers of shelterbelts to

hold off the Mongolian Desert in Nerth=West China, bu- organizing the

countries of the Sahel or even Niger to mobilize that kind of manpower

seams imnossible0 r:ime ranching which can yield 14 times the lean meat

per acre as opposed to Masi cattle is a proven- technology that would be

extremely hard to successfully introduce to the nomads (the problem is a

social one not purely technological).

Relocation or resettlement of large groups of people on marginal Iandl -

it has been done to a large extent already in Somalia. It may be moderatly

effective in resting marginal land and give people a :Atte-7 resource base,

but it is purely a band aid measure that does not get to the 'r-ot of the

problem. Instead of teaching people to live with their land, taring for

it and trying to get the most out of it for the long haul they develop

the mentality that they can waste the land away with practises

and then move on to new land.

AVAILABLE
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Basic studies still need to be done to look at firewood supply and demandi
to plan where village woodlots should be plantodi etc:::

Perhaps the best way to combat desertification_ is a_ serious way _would be
a combination of first preventative measures through strong_land management
and secondly a large scale strategy to institute reconstructive measures

sand dune stabilization and windbreak and shelterbelt systems using
satellite Photos and what not to sort_out those areas that are least suscap
tablei_ those that are lost causes; and those that can best benefit and make
use of the energy input.
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CENFRENM RECCIVENDATICN

kla_Peace Corps Volunteer Foresters :In the nations represented at the
donference are issued the manual B tion in Arid Lands, a VITA
publication written by Fred Re Weber. The manual is the best piece of
information on Sahelian forestry published, a fact we have all had
proven time and again. This is great for use the volunteers; however
our counterparts and other host country nationals in our service (Ser-
vice des Eaux et Forets) are denied the manual because it has not been
translated into French. If anything, these people have a greater need
for the manual than we and it was with this in mind that we, the par -
ticipants of the 1978 Peace Corps Forestry Conference wish to request
the immediate transIationof the manual Reforestation in_ Arid Lands
into French and the distribution of the mminAT to our services.
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111978 Peace Corps Forestry ConfererGe"

October 25-30, 1978

American Cultural Center

Niamey, Niger

Wednesday, Octeber 25

1500 - Introduction

Workshops

1510 - A. Range Problems - Jake Green, Chairmma

B. Process of Desertification - Gabe Tucker, Chairman

1640 - A. Work hi the Nursery - Tom Shaw, Chairman

H. Combatting Desertification - Steve Seefeldt, Chairman

Thursday, October 26

Opening of Conference

Welcome, Stephen North, Associate Director of Peace Gorps/Ndger

Le Capitadne Abdou Daoure Director P.O. des Fame et Foedts/Niger

Sa presentation, le Rele du Volontaiie dans le DeveIoppement

Forestieri

Country Presentations

0900 - Niger

0920 - Upper Volta

0940 - Fred Weber, talk on the history of Peace Corps Forestry in. Niger.

1215 = LUNCH

Individual Presentations

1600 = Ben Bastyr

Title : Reforestation of Ronier Pali in the Dailol. Maouri

Region : Niger

1630 - Mary 'Young

Title : Village Nurseries

1700 = Jake Green

Title : Boundry Layout and the Placement of Bornes around a

Fortt Class4e (Slide presentation)

173 0 - Mike Godfrey

Title : Slide Presentation on the Pastorial Region of Niger.
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PridaTi October 27

Workshops

0860 A4 Sand Draws . Gabe Tucker, Chairman

B. Project Flailing Gary Eilerts, Chairman = Director Luthren
World Relief

0900 - A. Woodlots . Steven SeefeIdt, Chairman

B. Getting Community Support . Jack Rollins, Chairman

1000 .cA4 Windbreaks . Clan Groben, Chairman

B. Role of the Volunteer Forester - Torn Shaw, Chairman

1100 - A. Ranier Ben Bastyr, Chairman

B. Forest Stratification and Classification - Jeff Towner, Chairman

Field Trips

1300 = Close Conference leave for Park W. Spend night in Park.

Saturday, October 28

AU dap 'in Park to study forest ecology; Return to Niamey in the

afternoon.

Cr

Sunday, October 29

Trip to Keit& to see stabilized sand dune at More. Spend night in

Keita.

Rondo, Gctober30

Visit sand dune at Yegalelah. Retuth to Niamey



Saga Presentaticeis from the 1T/7
Peace Corps Forestry Conference
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REPORT FRad CHAD FOR THE ARID LANDS FORESTRY CCHFERIENCIF M

1= 1977

Report on the status of Forestry in Chad 1977

Forestry in Chad is presently far behind the efforts beieg

1 ; 6.1Q$

made in other Sehelienne zone countries. But this doea not

mean that nothing is being done. Many organizatioas Which pro-

vide funding for development is under...developed countries

are now beginning to look at Fetes-cry in Chad seriously for

the first time. At presents the main interest la-in the

planting and protection of the Geo(Acacia-albida) in areas

WhkrO intensive agrichaturebasi over a long period of times

improterished the soils and reduced the lands capacity to feed

its people.

Beg4nning in 1976, C.A.R.E. Chad started a large - scale

planting operation for the Acacia Albida in the region south

of NiDjamene. C.A.R.E. es project involves the participation
of the local fanners, who are encouraged to work y planting

trees by a regulararation of food which has been contributed

the Unites States. The project built and maintains six
tree nurseries in the zone. 2as..h nursery has either a Peace

Corps VOlunteer or a Chedienne Eaux et Forts agent who is

responsible for the work schedule at each site.

In 19760 1500 heccarea were pleated in the first year of

the project's operation. .With _a survival rate determined at

the end of the dry season_ of 40%. In 1977, the second year of
the_projects the number of hectares planted was increased to

2,500 hectares with a higher survival rate expected due to

increased work in protection of the young tref.s. C.A.R.E. has

found that individually-fenced trees, using thorns or grass

mats, provide the best possible protection and the lowest cost

of time and labor.

Another organization also involved in the planting and

protection of Gaols is the Fund dlAssistance et Co-operation

(F.A.C.Y F.A.O. has begun a two year experimental project to

try and plant the Acn..cia Albida, in productive fields of

cotton and millet to hopefully increase the productivity of
fields-that are now exhausted by continuous farming without

time to lay fallow. At the end_of the two year experimental

programs the results will be collected and if the project has

proven successful, the Rind European de Developement (F.E.D.)

is prepared to fund the continuation of the project for

another five years.
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page 2

The project involves using local farmers as volunteers who
plant the Acacia Albidas provided by awc et Forhts in their
fields_ during the rainy seasen. The project_puts a great deal'
of emphasis on the valne of the AtamikkLhida to the local
farmer) and a lot of time is spent talking with farmers about
the treets value as a source of organic nutriment and as a source
of food for grazing animals during the dry seam*. However
to insure the participation of the farmers_particuIarly in the
protection of'the_trees from_goats and-Wild fires- a cash en
couragement of 10 francs CFA is gOing_to be paid_ to each
farmer for every-tree which is alive and well at the end of
the dry season in May. This project will use individual feno.ii
ing of thorns or-grass matt 'for protection against grazing
animale_ind wide bare'.. ground fire lanes to the
Plautations of biousse fires.

This. project_ will also involve a research phase in which
10 parcels, 25 meters X-25 metersi have been laid d-outi Five
of these parcels acre completely covered with large Acacia
Albidaa and adjoining parceIs.are completer* free off 6
Acarcii_abidaS. The experiment is to determine whether _or not
Acacisiabida does actually improve the growth and pecidneti
.VitY OraIlet and if SO, how much, The Millet In the_parcels
is being measured for height growth every fifteen days and
when the millet is-harvestecti,thegrain will be weighed toiget
th6:tomparison between those grown under Acacia Albidas and
those growwwithent Acacia Albidas.
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WINDBREAK PLANTING

AN ALIERNMIVE sountel

by

Tom Shaw

Peace Corps u Niter

higuat 1977



The purpose of this stuly is to present an alternate method for planting
a windbreak given the specific task of protecting the area under cultivation
around a village rather than the village itself from further damage by wind
erosion. Ordinarily windbreaks are planted in long (1000 meters or more)
rows of parallel lines even1-spaced over a given region_ and perpendicular
to the direction of the wind. der the proposed method the windbreaks
will be planted in rows of short sections set in a semi-circular pattern
completely covering the cultivated area around a village.

DISCUSSION OF THE STUDY AREA

The Dallol Boboye, an ancient arainage channel of the Niger river, runs
from Filigue in the north, due south passing through BirniwalGaonre
until it reaches the Niger river. The Dallol, a Fulani word, is the
valley that is formed between two sets of ridges. The width of the
Dallol varies from as little as two kilometers to more than ten.
Rainfall in the region ranges between 600 to 800 mm, per year. The
rainfall is at a minimum inthe north and increases as one goes south.
NormAlly the rainy season begins late in May or early in June, and
continues until late in September. At all times of the year the water
table is located approximately one to five meters below the soil surface.'
The prevailing wind comes from the south-east but varies up to 30 degrees
either side of this

The windbreak project is located in the southern, half of the Boboye around
the village of Tooke same. Tonka sarres a small Djerma village of about
150 people is.located 52 kilometers south of Birni-NtGaonre and 6 kilometers
south of Mande. The purpose of the windbreak is to protect -the terrain
under crop production and prevent further loss of the soil's fertility due
to wind erosion. _At the time of the project the terrain was almost bare
of trees and shrubs.

The land is cultivated in roughly a circle around the village, the majority,

of which is located on the north-west side of the village in a semi-circle
from northeast to southwest. Very little of the land behind the village
(south) is 'cultivated because of the presence of a cattle route, .50 meters
wide, leading to the Niger river. The planting zone in front of the village
has A maximum depth of 1200 meters, and a width of 2000 metersi

METHMS

Given the task of protecting the local fields and the varying wind direction
I decided the most efficient means of protection would, be to plant the wind-
break in rows of small sections 300 meters wide and forming semi-circles
around the village. The majority of these will be placed on the northwes
side of the village.

First a rough map of the area Should_be_preparedp_ This will be used to decide,
dd the number of sections per semicircle (see example.) After this has been
dokpleted one begins by placing the first section Parallel to the village
(perpendicular to the wind) and 150 to 200 meters out This leaves theJ area
directly in front of village free for its future expansion. The section e,

-shoUidtbe wide enough to completely dove': the width of the_Villages Thus_ ,

allaying -the other. sections to effectively encircle the village. For Tarike
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same this was found to be. 400 meters. Next one must calculate how manY

300 meter sections will be necessary to cover all of the cultivated area.

This is found by subtracting the 400 meters from the maximum width of the

area, 2000 meters, and dividing this by 300. Thus each semi-circle will-

consist of one 400 meter sections and five 300 meter sections a total width

of 1900 meters. Next decide an what the spacing will be between each row.

The rule of thumb is 20 times the maximum expected height of the tallest

species used. Since in this case only Ereeetis juliflera was.used, which
has a maximum_expented height of 7 to 8 ueters, this distance will be

150 minters. Finally the number of rows of semi' - circles can be calculated.

This will depend on the depth of the area cultivated (1200 meters), the

spacing between rows (150 meters) and the number of trees available. In

this case it is five.

At this time the make.up of each section should be explained. Each- will

consist of three parallel lines spaced one meter apart and having the

second and third lines offset from the first by one and two meters

respectivdly. Theoretically eath line is, planter with a different species.

Ideally the first species shoUld be a large bush or a small tree to protect

the area close to the ground, The second species stiould be medium sized

tree (7 -8 meters) and the third spories a large tree 10,5 meters.) For
exPriple, oae possible combination wJuld be parkinagnia aculeata, bsuum.as

julinora and ?arta& biglabosis Were) - The trees are then planted gvery

third meter along each line, This will place one tree every meter of the

windbreak because of the offset of the second and third lines.,

At this point work at the site will begin, Only shovels and a compass will

be necessary. All of the measurements are done by- pacing i.e. the length

of the lines and the spacings in between them, This win eliminate the
time consuming task of measuring with a rope or chain and is just as

accurate. Three people will be needed to mark the line while the rest of

the workers are digging the holes for planting, Marking is 'accomplished

simply and efficiently by havIng one person find the line using the compass

And a second person to serve a ms the ark for the line. The third person

will then mark the line formed between these two. The person marking the

holes paces three meters marks /the place, using a shovel, then paces three

more meters, marks, continuing in lice manner until he reaches the second

persaa. At this point he will tram around and begin marking the second

line, offsetting it by eye. After the second line has been completed he
will then mark the third line in the sane manner. At the same time the

other two people will be lin-Ing up the next part of the line. Each section

will have- per, ine for a total, of 300 per sectiaa.

I think it is best to start by placing the group of five 400 meter sections

first to insure that they ars centered on the village. After each section

is finished you will pace 150 meters and begin the next row. When the

group has been finished you will pale back half the distance (see example)
between the rows (75 meters) and be iii the placement of the_next groups of

sections (300 meter sections); Thy' will continue until all the sections

have been witted and the holes dug_, . If there is an obstruction such as a

marsh the line is just shortened thl appropriate distance (A an the example)

and added where it is deemed most necessary (E on the example), Now you

will wait for the rain.; ,p, order to plant the trees.
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RESULTS,Anocumusraus

As a result of this method 10 kilometers of windbreaks were marked and _

the holes dug in 5 days.. The work would have been finished in four days
if it hadn't rained on two of the days. Ch the fourth day 3195 meters

were finished in 4 hours using 16 workers to dig the holes. Thus

think that an average of 2700 to 3000 meters per day can be expected,
weather permitting, with a work force of 19 people. The actual planting

of the trees was done by "Operation Sahel-Vert" for which reason the

amount of time necessary to plant each kilometer has not been calculated.

In conclusion there are many advantages to this system. The semi-circles

effectively trap the wind through a wide range of wind directions.
Secondly the small sections are much easier to mark than long straight
(parallel) lines. Keeping the lines exactly straight and parallel is
not as critical because the lines are not long enough to have the problem

of convergences. Thirdly small changes due to local obstructions, i.e.
marshy areas or roads, can be easily accomodated. They are also more
easily adapted to fit the overall pattern of cultivation around a. village.

Fourthly the small sections eliminate the problem of having to much of
the windbreak in any one person's field. Fifthly the visual impact of many
small sections may be less than with long straight lines in the- minds of the

local inhabitants thus decreasing the possibility of their being cut down.
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I Yntroeuctica

These notes are the observatlyes acquired after 49 hectares of

direct Seeding experience with Acacia_senegal near the village of Bader

in the Arrondissement of Dakoroi They in no way represent a scientific

study but merely a practical attempt at reforestation by direct

seeding. I do believe that they are worthwile and at least provide a

foundation for further attempts in the direct seeding of Acacia segegalg

II Pre Iimiaary Work

A,_ SePd nolTection

Seed collection is carried out well before the seeding operation,

Generally both Acacia laeta and Acacia_ssiegaI are ready to drop seed

in NovemberiZecember. I have found that the seed of A. Laeta is ripe

before that of A. seneaal in the same region; unless you prefer a
mixture of the two species instruct your collecting crew in the means

of differentiating the two species (see Appendix I).

You may want the local inhabitants to collect seed for you. Pay

them by whatever standard measure is convenient explaining well that

the seed must be hand removed from its shell. In this case expect to

receive a mixture of the two species.

Hand removal is superior to that done by pounding in a mortar. Up to

50 % of the seed can be damaged by pomading them in a mortar (see Appen

dix II).

B. i'iqUetage

Piquetagg is a must for direct seeding. The gum trees, when ger =

urinating, Will be very difficult to see and thus a well Olaced.piquet

Will greatly aid in cultivation. The_piquets also facilitate survival

estimation and the actual direct seeeing operation.

C. Cultivation

If we consider the plantation site, is a sense, a large plastic pot,

it is easy to see why cultivation is important. Rapidly growing weeds

easily out-compete the gum seedlings for light, water, and soil space

The best method would be to cultivate the area before seeding. This may

cause problems in farm fields. Cultivation can be_done after germina =

tion to he followed by banh cultivating near the plants themselves 4,

Probably the most important poipt is that the seeding must always be

done to the same side of the piquets, i.e. always north, eastl_etc..This

must be made clear to whomever is cultivating or your direct seeding ef-

fort will be easily and quickly OiminAted.

041.1011,0
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The question of whether or not to Seed ia agricultural fields will

be up to you and, the local fanners. An agreemeat can be arranged to do
live fencing, or a Staggered seeding over a number of years. At any rate

make them 'Jell aware that after the third or fourta year the no use

rule goes into effect.

D. 2encing

It is not necessary to describe the advantages of plantation

fencing. No plantation can expect to b,-; successful with the free pas=
sage of people, vehicles, and animals._ Thorns or uire will be required

and live fencing can and should be included.

III. Seeding and Survival
A. Grain Treatment

The quickest and most erfeative treataent:is soaking the seed fraa

12 to 24 hours in water at air tenperature. Nuch gerutaatioa success

can be obtained by planing the seed in water the moment a good rain is
finished, to be used for seeding the next day. Otherwiae if the soil

already contains sufficient moisture the seeding can be doae at your

convenience. The idea is to have the tap root of the seedling follow

the soil rain water doun to the seasonzaly elevated water table. ( see

Appendix III).

D. Depth

Again, consider the plantation surface as a large plastic_pot. The

seed should not be sown deep as there is a tendency for it to rot, or

not reach the surface even if it does germinate. An adequate depth is

from 2 to 4 cus.

There are several ways to fora or scoop the seed hole. The most ef
fective in terms of seed germination is to fona the hole by hand, as

this method yields a fairly constant hole depth. The method is slow

and depends much on the soil texture. several tools and iuprovisatioas

thereof are useful. These range from long and short handled hoes to

piquets. These .tools speed up the operation but care aust be taken

to control the seed hole depth.

C. Containers

]hinging the treated seed to the site in easily nanageable con

tanners is of great help. Zncicets ox watering cans oan be used as the

seed can be treated in these the day before seeding. Snail ad held
containers are required for the seeders. de found 1/2 liter or I liter

plastic goblets to be effective. Bost netal containers are also fine,

although containers of smaller than 1/2 liter will necessitate. frequent

trips to the larger seed containers.

BEST OH iVIILABLE
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Logistiss.

Seediag t'..aus of two aen per line are of one :Iala forms

the hole tae °tier thaa throws the seed iato its fills its and firms

the loose soil tct his foot. One aan can effectively do the sane but

much is .lost is speed.

The number Of seeds per atilt can be disputed; our experience being
to take a sMall group of seed 10 to i5 between the thumb and first_
three fiagers and then throw them into tie Hole. _This number should

obviously depend on whether the seed was :land shelled .Or satlled _by

pounding, the pouaded requireing the larger nUMber.i.e. 10 to 15

Aoat_of seer ng was done :before 10 a.m. to assure that the seed
was on wet grouad. Near Diffa excellent results were obtainer -frith

afternoon seeding.

Iv. Advantages and_Dizax-hraLitages

Advantages

1 Speech assuming that the direct seeding operation is not the
only operation of the _year] it is fortunate that it ca a be

quickIj accomplished duri.:g a rainy seasonseven
witiin a few days.

2 Requires Icss preliminary work this is with respect to the
ilost operations reauire fencing and cultivation

at any rate so those months needed to grow potted stock

wit:: A. send al are left less burdeaed. Also being able to
effectively reforest at a lower cost aid with less training
of persoanels should be of help anywhere in the Zabel.

3 Results with germination within two days and up to 90 % in a
weeks this technique should be .given some thought.

Disadvaatags.

1 Seed requirement = if we consider oae plastic' pot or me piquet

as a units direct seeding will require 2 1/2 to 5 times the

aaount of seed as potted stoe- operations for the same sur =

face area (iiei 3 seeds/pot 15 'seeds /piquet).

2 Risk whereas potted stock can be fairly well controlled as to
soil; water and light competitions direct seeding has no advan
tage ia this are a Of course field climatic conditions decide

tie survival after direct seeding or plantiags however potted'
stock has aa initial growth advantage. Deciding wheat° seed is

also risky as rain is needed soon after seeding.
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3 Wind probleas windblown sand collects as organic matter trams
peel by the thorns of the young seedlings. The taller potted
stock are usually not caavletely buried as is usually the case
with tha seedlings. Occasionpl cleariag of the collected debris
will be necessary to ensure the se-Clines survival.

4 Cultivation = direct seeded A. seacgal is not as prepared for
competition as potted stock. OarefuI aad c ose cultivation is
require including tae thinning out of each oup of gum seed
lings.

V. Recommeadations

I was iapressed by our results, p-cinlly since direct seediag
attemps are rare and poorly documented. Bevertheless our work will
not make direct seeded Acacia seaegal the panacea, of reforestation in
the Sahel. Obviously more work. is neededi:Aore is thil realm of small
scale attaapts in different regions rather than large single site
'proofs' of Acacia seaegaIls direct seediAg possibilities. Carefully
kept records of raAnfaIls rain water soil penetration, and the effects
of cultivation would be a start. If some method can be determined to
take a bit of the Euessuora out of when to seed ,may. more attempts
may be made .
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Appendix I Cpecies diZfereatialmLoa : A. Iaetqs . SC:neEal

Sizaarities

1. SMall trees usnAll-y up to -8 meters.

26 Dark_greyiSh tariff vita fissuresiand flaking*

the base, older trees dark.

3. Compound pin ate 1eaf6

4i Thorns an the stew and smoll spiaes on leaf petiole:

DifZerences

AeacialasSa.

wide leaflets

usually 2 thorns is a groups point=
ing perpendicularly outward or
Ilway from the apex of branch,

if thorns are a triplet they ail
point downward

dark thorns

wider-Elhorter seed 'pod

-Apaeadi -I _ results

sample nunber

number of gdad seed

number of bad Seed

(oraekeds aborted)

of dame Zk46

Acacia seaeRal

narrow leaflets

usually a triplet of thorns;
tha two laterals pointing upuard
tap, central thorn downwards
if aaly two both point downward

purplish thoras

narrower pods often constricted,

a randaM-sat ple-ef-shelled seed

2 3 4 - 5

137 67 87 52 141 56

80, 71 68 32 123 44

taken from Rapport aensuel du mois de Deceabre 1,

Pro jet Gcmmerade 1-1-76 L. Malczyaski.,Dakoro
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4Rpemdix III .= RAIN CALENDAR .= BADER s June, julys August 1976

28

8 * rained that day

23 14 25

29 30

8 a seeded that day

wor "results
much damage dose

by cultivating

2 .3

4 $ 6 ,7 8 9 10

12 z-13_ id- 17 excellent results

19 20 24 .22 13: 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

2 .3 . 4 6 7 poor results-
I 12- millet mare than

APPendix-W MAWHOMS TA=

2 meters high

Day

14

16
17

N40 Piquets

2 500
2 620
3 683 .

3 890

No Hen

6

6

N° "flours

3

In DIPFA 1,000 meter*: With seed approximately each meter

1 MX
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'VILLAGE REF 0.1' ILTICN

August 8, 1977

IS __Protect Locale = The project is being executed in the Sous-Prefecture

of Kombisdirei, Prefecture of Ouagadougou, Upper Volta. In all, twenty

villages and village groups, all of the Mossi ethnic group, are particii.a

tang in this pilot zone. Kombissiri is locates 42 kilometers south of,.
Ouagadougou; while each village is within 40 kilometers of Kombissiri.
LoCated in the northern-Soudanian climatic region, the average anima
precipitation is approximatelY 900 milimeters. Soils are tropical
ferruginous with a_ surface layer poor in organic matter and often sandy

or argillaceous. The Vegetation is typical of that found in_the Soudanian

zone, yet being in an area which is heavily popuIated_and cultivated most

of the original wooded savanna is deforestated. Families can no longer

find household wood needs from within their immediate surroundings. Wood

is either hand gathered by women or transported into the villages by

dmakey.drawa carts. Not one village within this project has had a previous

plantation while only,a few individuals have recently planted_ such species

as Neem (Azadirachta indica), Cassia cCassia siamea), and Gm adnia arborea ,

for the most part around the fami7y abmpound.

II. Technical Responsibility - The technical responsibility of the project's

execution comes under thc Office of Forestry Management and Reforestation of

the Ministry of Environment and Tourism (Direction de l'Amenagement !orestier

et Reboisement du Miaistre de l'Enviranmeat et du Tourisme). One forestrY

agent has been assigned full=time to this project. Also, assistance comes

from the personael of the-United Natio:is Development Program (ttJDP), personnel

of_the framework of the Sous-secteur of Kombissiri 104..thia the Ouagadougou

an. Material and equipment such as a Rover,_gas and tools are provided

by the WDP. Trees are bought by the ULW2 from a large forest nursery at

Nagbangre, 16 kilometers from Kombissiri.

Irri Projrt Goals - The objectives of this project *ill be divided between

those IongJEerm and those immediate. In all cases it,is of primary importance

that there be a good success before financing continues for other such projects.

A. -Immediate objectives :

to mobilize and educate the rural population in view of the

need for a better environment.
to bring to the villagers' awareness the need for reforestation.

to teach villagers the methods of reforestation (i.e. how, WWII,

and where to plant trees, how to maintain and harvest them),

D. Long-term objectives :

to stop the desertificatiaa and deforestation of the Sahel.

to protect the soils and crops against dryiig winds and erosion.

to furnish fire Wool, construction wood and supplementary

_resources such as fruits, tanins and leaves used for medicinal

purposes. ,

= to provide shade trees and wind breaks around fields and houses.

to ameliorate the miaro=climAte and esthetics. /

to alleviate the pressure on natural cover;
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IV. Organizatian of theProject at the ylnalp level

A4 Mbeting at the Sous..Prefecture : On May 17, 1977, a meeting
Was held at the office of the Sous-Prefecture in Nombissiri in order
to discuss the ramifications of this project. In attendance was everyone
who is technically responsible to the project as well as Canton chiefs,
Cantors secretaries; village chiefs, and those responsible for village
groups (several neighborhoods within a larger village). At this meetia,
most all of the major points of the project were discussed. The name of
each interested village and, vilaage.group was inscribed after which a
schedule was prepared in view of the visits to each yillage.

B. Tourney to each village : On May 20 and 21 we visited each of
the twelve original villages. Upon arrival we went directly to the chief's
house before continuing with him to the chosen plantation site. Most
villages had decided to plant one hectapc (in the end two villages planted
2 hectares each while two others planted I hectare each).. Then the forseen
plantation site was roughly outlined usiLe.; 50 meter cables and stakes. '"Je

then told, the-chief'Snd villager's to prepare the quantity. of stakes necessary
to picket the terrain (each plantation has a spacing of 4 x 4 meters, thus
625 stakes/hectare). On one occasion we recommended the village chief to
choose another site because the terrain of his previous choice was already
reforestated with many native trees of all ages. Before leaving we asked
the villagers to nrepare the stakes, to clear' the site of vegetation excep-
ting large fruit bearing threes; such Barite (Butyrest)erum parkii) and
Here (Pao is bietobosa), and to fix a return date on which-we would assist
in doing the picketin8. At later dates nine other villages contacted either
the Sous - Prefecture or Sous-sectaur of the ORD in order to express theip
interests in the project. Afterwards, at convenient times we visited these
villages in order eo complete the aforemeationed work.

O. Picketing the Ptntatiaa : At the first meets, Jc it e-as uuder.
stood that all the work would be done by the villagers. If the site had
been well cleared, all the pickets had eeen prepared and enough workers
were present to help, it was easy to finish the picketing of one hectare
in 2,=,3 hours. Tie used a level to"determiae 90 degree angles, although
we could have used a 30 x 40 x 50 meter triangle to find the square. At
first several plastic coated nylon metric cables were used These stretched
enormously while it was difficuItifor.the average peasant to read and
compAllend the numbers. Later we used a hemp rope ors whieh there was a
simple overhand knot every four meters) the desired spacing between trees.
ThIA latter method proved to be more efficient and accurate.

` -,ieg the Moles : After finishing the picketiee we explained
to them to dig the holes as soon as possible. :le gave instructions on hole
'size, specifyleg a diameter and depth of 50 emitimeters. Villagers were
told to place the topsoil to one' sire of the mole and the subsoil to the
other sides Thus when one plants he coeld put the better soil in the
bottom of the role where its nutrients will be readily available to the
seedlings roots. Picks, shovels,'conee-counes, and iron bars were loaned
to villages upon request in order to Faeilitate the diging. We- learned

that it was best to have one person in each village he responsible for
returning the teals.
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Plantation :
Planting began as July 21 after a heavy rain.

First we delivered trees to those villages who had finished the hole

preparation. :le tried to contact the villages before briaging the

seedlingS. In this manner, with a fixed date we were assured that the

villagers would be present to plant the same day. However we arrived

at some distant villages without prior varning'because it would have

consumed ialispensible time. Th all such cases the bare rooted plants

(Cassia, Neem, GueLina) were planted the following day if not the same.

Therefore each village we aug holding beds for the Eucalyptus

pots and holes to protect the bare root species. It was essential to

keep the moist and mhddy roots from drying. All holding beds we', e-z

next to-the nlantation site-under a large shade tree. In some cases

EUcalyptus were kept several days ih beds, but villagers were instructed

to water the On the average we delivered aa equivalent number of

Cassia and Eucalyptus to each village, besides the Neem6 Gmelina, and

native trees that were requested. :le told villagers in advance that

trees would be available for individual pIaniatioas. Ue asked the chiefs

to determine the total number of plants and how, many of each species each

villager wanted. The idea was to bring the additional plants the vIrle

day as those for the village plantation. In all cases we showed at least

the village chief and others of his farjll; how to-pIant each species.

When possible we stayed to watch the villagers plant in order to assure

ourselves that the planting was done correctly. Preliminary investiga-

tions indicate that there will be litsae mortality of lUcalyntus due to

droughty conditions. It 5.s still to, scion to determine the outcome of

the bare root plants.

V. Discussion of Prolems Encountered

A. Punctuality : Often villagers did not respect a rendsz-vous;

this it was necessary to either do ::he work ourselves or come back at a

later date. One should be sure that the time and date is well understood.

He can explain that there s no as with which to make unnecessary trips.

B. Tack of help on work days : This happened most often when we

arrived to do the picketing. Also, some villagers had not prepared a

sufficient number of stakes, thus slowing work. It should be understood

47 all villagers and chiefs that it is they who will receive the benefits

of the plantation and\that they are expected to do the work. Most chiefs

divided the work proeortionally among the families, out in some cases they

lacked the perserver ice to encourage the people to finish the work in a

given period of ti-me. \

C. Loss or lack of interest : This was evident in several

villages. Most people were so preoccupied with sowing or cultivating

crops that they took no interest in the work. Others had difficulty

digging the holes Cue to the hard ground. Thus several plantations were

delayed because the holes were not nrepared. In some cases the holes

were dug and the trees were planted or the same day. Frequent contact

With the villagers induced more enthusiasm. At the be 7inning of planting

we distributed 3.5010 francs CFA (fo each one hectarXto each chief with

which he was supposed to prepare eat:_ h- food or drink for those who

participated in the work. After eat'..; or drinking the neopIe were quite

satisfied and in better condition to woric. The long term solution to the

lack of interest is education.
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D. Uncertainty of individual plantations : At Lae beginning of
the project it was explained that trees, would be available for individul.
plaatatioas. We asked the chiefs to calculate the total number of species
for individual plantations. In the end we rarely received -a precise
figure for either species or the total number or plants. Therefore we had
to decide ourselves how maay trees to bring for individual plantations.
The average number of'extra plants was between 300.6001 for the most part
Cassia and Eucalyptus; Then the question was whether or not these plants
would be planted the sane day as those for the village pIantatiaa. In
most villages, we- can assume_ -that they :were - planted the same day, 'however
in one village we remarked that apprc-draately 100 Eucalyptus remained iii
the holding-bed for one week or more; In another illage, some Cassia-
stumps remained in a hole for one wedq In all cases:it was explained that
the trees should be planted as soon as possible, especially those planted
with bare roots In no case did we leave bare root seedlings in a village
where the chief 'vies not able to assule us .that they would be planted at th-p.
latest the next clay. Cbnsidering the cases in which trees were not planted
immediately, it is doubtful that the holes were prepared in advance. (h

the other hand, perhaps the chief was irrespoasible in the distribution of
plants. For following years it will be necessary to stress the importance
of plantiat.; as soon as possible. The chiefs should determine_precise figars
la advance and at the same time a the villagers that the hdles be dug
beforehand; In such a manner, taere will be less latat of time, effort, aad
trees.

E. Plant loss to livestock : first-it was previewed that fenciab
would be available for the protection of/plantations. Afterwards it was
decided that guardians ,could be used ia place of fences and that alimentation
Would be given to the_gt_rdian each month. Some village chiefs are absolutely
opposed to the iCea of a 3uardian while others have agreed to this method of
protection. The problem will be to convince all chiefs to take some protecti-
ve measures. Moreover, we must assure ourselves that the protection is provi.
dad. We have already noticed much foliage loss of Eucalyptus -to sheep and
goats. If this problem is-not resolved Some plant:tions may fail. In the
future it is-recommended to plant.ZucalyT)tUs-within family coumpounds and
other areas under constant surveillaaCe.

F. Lack of Education : Each of thy. above mentioned problems directly
stems/ from the lack of education. There is\need for a basic understaading
of ecology as well as for a knowledge of forestry practices. The rural
populations must be sensitized before they can actively interest themselves
in reforestation. One should relate statistics, give demonstrations and

'show illustrations before they will realize the deleterious effecti-of present
forestry practices. Because this project began in raid -Nay it was nearly
impossible to take adequate time in oach village in order to motivat3 and
sensitize thc countrymen. Efforts should be made during the dry season to
return to each village and pursue an education program.

Andrew Gibbs
Forester
Peace Corps . Upper Volta
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AFFORESTAT 'di IN N GUMMI

by David Kdrick
Peace Corpsen/Niger

Eaux et Forets
Niamey = Niger
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LYFORESTAIIUN iN NIGUIGMI

I. Description of Area

II. Factors Influencing Afforestation

A. Positive Factors

1. High water table
2. Rich soil
3. Artesian wells

F, Negative Factors

1, Climate
2. Protection difficulties

III. 1977 Afforestation Project

A. Projects Descri-lticia

B. Results

IV. Conclusions
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AFFORESTATICH ii-NiGU MI

DESCRIPTION OF AREA

NIGuieli is located 8 kilameters from the northweSt
shore of Lake Chad in southeastern Niger. The town lies along the pres AO

cribed northern Iimit of farming. In recent years, annual precipitation

has varied from approximately 80 mm.to 200 mm. The terrain is composed of

more or less stabilized sand dunes, sparsely covered by grasses and small,

brushy vegetation.

FACTORS INFLUENCING AFFORESTATION

A. Positive Factors

According to the local population, the _eaters of Lake Chad Iay almost

en the boundaries of the town of NIGuiEmi as late as 1969. As it receded,

it left behind a rich former lake bottom capable of supporting lufsh vegeta*

tion sources claim thet water can be found within four meters of

the surf- a in many areas, and as close as one meter in some low - lying

areas.

A densely forested area approximately oil,: kilometer south of N'auigmi

r+Vustrates the potential provided by the combination of rich soil and

high water table. In_this low-lying area, on finds a closed forest canopy

of Prosezis juliflora and Parkinsonla aclAvata, The surrounding az-vat

separated in eIevatian by only two to three 4e;:ers* is almost devoid_of

permanent vegetation within 100 meters of the area described above. Of

the commonly occurring species in the arrondissements P. juliflora seems

to be especially well suited to tLe cnvirowent in end around the town of

NIGniemi.

Artesian wells in NIGuiemi provide an abundant source cc water for

the vital fuction of irrigating_ plants in the nursery, The ,--mstant,rapid

flow of water enables more plants to be watered in less time than is pos-

sible if water must be drawn frau raditional Wells. In NIGuigmis the

pumps are located at the Faux et F3rets nursery, approximately four kilo -

meters from the site of this years' 1,7vjecti.=

U. Negative Factors

The most obvious hindrance to afforestation attempts is the climate.

In J975 and 1976 the annual rainfall totalled 8S mu. and 92 mm

respectively, much too low to expect success in establishing trees. The

lack of adequate rainfall, extremely high temperatures* and seasonally

strong winds combine to create an environment too harsh for all but the

hardieSt of drought resistant vegetation.

Protection of the trees after planting is a problem as serious, per=

haps, as the lack of rainfall in the NIGuigmi area. Adequate feiviag

using native materials is virtually impossible due to the scarcity and

size of the thorny vegetation in the vicinity. Plants are, there =-

fore, left vulnerable to browsing damage by goats, donkeys, cattle, etc.
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1977 MFORZSTATICD1 PROD CT

The project this year is a 50 hectare area located adjacent to the
densely forested area previously described. Approximately one-third of
the area is covered by sand dunes. The underlying soil is former lake bed.
There is virtually no natural woody vegetation on the area P. juliflora
is the anlu species being planted. The area is to be enclosed by a thorn
fence.

The results so far look promising. As of August 6, 45 hectares had
been planted. Rainfall is already near. the 200 mm. marki In addition4
the timing of the rains has be = spaced almost ideally. As a resvilt,there
is virtually no mortality and most of the plants appear strong,

As indicated previously, protection is, and will continue to be a
problem, Thorns had to be pulled from a distance of about- two kilometers
by foot. At best, the thorn fence presently surrounding the plantation
could not be s-onsidered a fence:

CCNCLUJIMS

Despite the harsh elima.-:e, the first results of this yearns project
give cause for sistimism for future projects. In addition, the need for
some sort of vegetation cover on the area ,aalces afforestation pro-cts
worth considering in the future, The problem of protecting the plantations
will have to be overcome. Adequate protection could be provided by a barbed
wire fence interlaced with thorns, Fewer thorns would be required than for
a fence made entirely of thorns. In the event that barbed wire is
able, the size of the plantation eould_be restricted to an area, for example,
20 hectares, In that way, the available thorns could be consolidated to
form an adequate fence,

1
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VIDGETAXICti INVENTORY a THE

DINDERESSO FORET CLASSE

by

ArIcra Blade

Peace Corps - Upper Volta

August 1977
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Vegetation Inventory on the Dinderesso Forgt Glasse

The vegetation inventory being conducted on the Forgt aasse at Dinderesso

is a United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization_ sponsored project.

It's aim is to increase the base of knowledge available to Voltaic .forestry
agents charged with managing Forgt Class6, Game Reserves and National Parks.

The structure of the project is simple enough that with appropriate techni-
que and procedure modifications it can be applied to protected areas through-

out Upper Volta. For the project at Dinderesso : horough information on soil
types is the foundation. In situations where this information is unavailable
primary use (e.g. wildlife or grazing), topographic features or other charac-
teristics of_a particular region can be used as the basis for the inventory;
All technical work including project design, data collection and resat*
interpretation is being carried-out by Arlene Blade.

Specifically, the project is intended to provide to the UNFAO, the Service
des Eaux er Forts and the Ecole NatioLal Forestiere, 1) a vegetation map,
2) a verbal description of principal species on the Forgt Masse and 3) a
discussion in report form of the procedures involved with and the implications
of such a vegetation inventory. The fourth product, to be located at the
Ecole National Forestiere, is the beciming of an herbarium collection to be
maintained and expanded by the ten students at the school. Naterial support
and technical information are being given by the Smithsonian Institution
Environmental Program and Volunteers n Technical Assistaxv-e.

Design of the vegetation inventory is determined by major soil types which
have been described and mapped in a soil survey done for the Centre Technique

Forestiere Tropical in 1968, Of the three soil types on the Forgt Class-6,
lateritic; sandy and gravelly, Ilgetation populations on the lateritic and
sandy types will bo sampled.

P;._ rural vegetation on the lateritic soli conAsts of shrub communities
with grass understories, trees exceeding four meters h height are scattered,
being restricted to areas of soil _accumulation greater than one meter. _These
areas experience little man-caused disturbance because they are unsuitable for
'cultivation, but_are. commonly subj,.:ct to natural brush fires, ant' aninvil grazing

effeetS. Natural vegetation on the, sandy soils is a denser community of trees -

(greater than 3 meters height) usually with a shrub understory. Small, localized
grass communities are interspersed either in low areas _where there is_ standing
water during the rainy season or in recently cultivated areas where shrubs have
not yet re-invaded. Depth of the sandy soil is usually greater than one meter.
Itts water retention .qualities are good making it attractive both for_agricul-
ture and reforestation. Indications of water or wind erosion are not prominent
on either soil type. Rapidly: invading crass cover reduces the potential of
erosion on abandoned cultivation sites.=

lateritic soil covers approximately 2/3 and sandy soil approximately 1/3 of
the Forgt Class6. The amount of gravelly soil is negligible and its distri-
bution scattered such that vegetation it supports will not be sampled°
Population size of the lateritic and sa: Cy soils to be sampled is 800 and
400 hectares respectively. Emphasis el the inventory design is placed on
soil types, the being rolntively featureless, the slopes being
constant and slight.

Within the areas to be sampled vegetation is heterogeneous; there are tree
savannahs, shrub savannahs and scattered low-lying areas supporting seasonally

wet grass/sedge communities, Choice of the most appropriate sampling technique
is determined by the diversity of plant formations represented in the populations
Plant formations in this context are determined physlognomically. 'To insure
inclusion of each formation, a stratified system of sampling is necessary.
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Within=stratum sampling will be-systematic. The delineation of plant
formations into dibcernable sample strata make a system of stratified
systematic sampling the most thorough and least time=consming method'
of data collection. k set of aerial photographs for the northern
portion of the Fortt Classe isfavailable to facilitate sample plot
location on approximately one third of the inventory population.
Samples Will be taken along a grid system whose dimensions will be
determined when necessary sample size has been decided.

Vegetation map . Data collected from the inventory Will be used to
compile a v;Ftation map; Major plant formations and their component
trees grass and Shrub communities will be delineated. Accompanying

the map Will be lists of major d minor species comprising,individuaI
communities. Data taken from th inventory, providing abundance, density
and frequency information, will e the basis for the map. Drawn to a

scale of 1:500% it should clearly illustrate the technique of visual
veg,:;tation classification and is intended to be useful as a tool in the

ficio.

descriptions = A second product of the data collection will. be
a verb descriptien of principal trees and shrubs growing on lateritic
and sandy soil types. Intended to be_used as a tool for field iden=
tification, the plant descriptions will be in the form of a emspectus.
The conspectus will provide comparisons and indicate prominent distin-
guishing characteristics of species within a genus. Written in the

form of a chart, a conspectus facilitates identification of often-
confused species..

Herbarium - In conjunction with the Ecole National Forestiere at
Dinderesso, the third product of the project is an herbarium collection
to be started from the specimens collected during the inventory.
Faplanations of the usefulness of an herbarium, methods of expansion
and necessary maintaineuce will be given to the forestry students.

Pro4ect report, . Procedures involved in the project and any recommen-
dations to expediate future projects of a similar nature will be
described in a report given to the UTFAO and Service des Elux et
Fortts. Suggestions for incorporation of the projects results
into management plans involving reforestolon, soil conservation,
domestic grazing and wildlife will be offered as examples of the
practical application of research findings.

In addition to the tangible products of this project, it is hoped
that the importance of data collection, its interpretations and potential

uses will be illustrated to Voltaic foresters. The *egetation_inventory
project at Dinderesso will serve as a proto-type for investigations of
natural vegetation in other regions of Upper Volta; _Modifications of the

procedure used at Dinderesso would render the basic project design appli-

cable to other Fort Class6 and to er=e Reserves and National Parks.

Expected completion date of the project is January, 1978.
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'ROPER DATE TO CONNENCE PLANTATION

''.:.Amrnslic IN REIATICK TO RAINFALL

ABSTRACT

The economic success of large scale plantations is largely dependiut on

the growth made hy the trees auring the first rainy season.

\The amount of growth is'Iargay dependent an the date the trees were
planted in relation to the rainy season. Therefere it is imperative

that the plantation be started as early as possible in the season.

However the determination of the best time to start' planting has often

been left to guesswork. By adapting methods used in agriculture to

tiis problem the arid-regians forester may bor, asily make his decisions.

INTRGIACITCH

Thedecision to start the plaiting of trees at the start of the rainy

season aLd the daily decisiiaas to whether or not to plant is dependent

on the availability of water to the plant system and its capacity to

utilize this available water. The availability of water to the plant is

variable throughout the season as well as an a day to day basis and is

a fUndtian of the water balance maintained in the soil. This balance is

the ne effect of the precipitation (minus any runoff) by which water is

added io the balance, the caOacity of the soil to store and retain water,

an& the\actual evapotranspiration taking place at the site by the plant.

soil Osten, by which water is removed from the balance, Therefore to

be able\to determine with greater precision the moment when the water

needs of the plants gill be satisfied it is r --.ssary to understand as

much as rssible the factors involved in th storage, and

removal of water from this balance.

norms
Precipitation is by far the most important factor_involVed and the most

easily beaStirad.Rainfaii records are_available in Some areas for over

50yedit atei local records should be obtained where possible to better

visualize yearly rainfall patterdS_and variatiaba. Precipitation for

the semi-arid zone south of the Sahara istypicaily highly variable;

on a year to year basis the.co-efficient of variability may be as high

as.30%. In :general, the lower the anneal precipitation for a region

the higher its interannualvariability However, thia is not always

the rule, there being an area extending from Senegal through the north

of Upper Volta to the west of Lake Chad that has consistently greater

regularity la its annual_precipitation'even though it receives only

SOO mm/Year; This variability of precipitation exists also on the

local scale Ona_daY_to day basis, whereby two weather stations separated

by only a fea kilometers will have significantly different rainfall _

figures and therefore would be of little use to someone wishing to employ

those figures for a different site. Interestingly enough those highly :

variable figures tend to become_more and bore homogenious on _a_ totithly:

basis and the differences_eventhemseIves out. !However, monthly averages

can not meet all the requirements in determing the water balance and

therefore where ever possible a Weather stailai should be installed

directly at the site of interest.



The Intity of water stored in the soil that can be :made- available
to plants depends on the structure and texture of theiseil and has
been estimted at the equivalent of about 100 mm. ofi/Ainfail. This
actually can vary considerably and is probably closer to 50 mth. for a
very sandy soil. Mote that these figures were calculated by agrontmists
and are for annual crops; trees, at the time of7pIanting may be limited
in their ability to take up water_duoto broken ;root systems ormearlY
complete lack_of_root systems as in the case of trees_prepared for
planting by the bare root method. Therefore the quantity of water
actually useable by seedlings may again be less than in the case.of
crops with normla root systems.

The actual exchange of water from the- soil and -plant sUrfaees back to
the air (evapo%ranrpiration) is a rather__ complicated affair and can
not be determined dithout a great deal of equipment. An approximation
(of the rate of to is through ET .s given by.the evapotramcpiratianpotem.
tiaI_(ETP) and fer tropical climates the formula determined by Penman
ia thought to be the most.accuratew As _long as the soil surface is moist,

tTP will be a close Approximation of the real evapotranspiration
(ETR),but with increasing drydas of the soil surface the ETP would be
higher than the ETR. The parameters involved in determining ETP are
related to. thc drylug power of the afr and the net energy available for
evaporation. It should be emphasie6. the ETP is the actual potential
or'ability_cf the air to absorb water vapor from a_moist surface, given
the qualities of that_surface. Becae of the design of the ETP formula.
for. agricultural use the surface is giv to be that of dense green
foliage covering the ground; This is no the case in plantation situa.'
tions. An adaptation of the formhIa fo. different types of ground cover
would_rend.tr_the formula more valufble o the forester. The measurements_
needed to calculate ETP through the fel a are a bit complicated, involving
measures or sunshine, temperature, 1,Lp r prey arc and wind speed. HoweVer,
it hat, i a r.. found that ETP values cive: by the Penman formula are closely
related to two rather simple meteoroIo ioaImeasuremeats, evaporation and

ative humidity. The relation is_th s_: ETP_(Perman) =-- E/2_- (1.2511)
where E Ls_ the evaporation_frotia Class A. Dac in mm 6 of water- /unit time and
H is thedierage relative humidity for that same unit of time. Relative
humidit2.- is easily measured by the dry bulb wet bulb hygrometer. A-Class
ABac is actually an open water tank of specified dimensions, positioned
so as to be exposed to the elements of sunlight and wind as they occur:
naturally an the site. It,is equiped with a- veneer scale_to measure the
drop, is the surface level in mm. An acceptable approximation of a class
A :bac could easily be constructed and for cur purposes even a large pall,
Or wata. barrel filled .nearly to the top and equipped with a measuring device
would suffice. A veneer scale can be made withLa length of wood* 2 lang:.

somelight wire -and a. metric ruler -as illustrated. Placed across
the tank using the wood_to_support the affair and filling the tank.just
to the leveling wire, the daily drop in mp., is measured by the distanCe
in cmfs from the right hand nail.. to the point where the water surface
intersects the sloping wire.

Besides determining the local ETP using such devices as dercribed, all
sahelienne countries have weather sv,tions that have calculated quite
accurately the, average yearly, monthJ-r and-semetimes daily ETP values
for that area according to past wear' :::r data available. if .a given

site shares approximately the same I-eitude with these stations their
averages could h.. taken as representative for that site also.
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APPLICATIMS

The usual application of average -ETP data is to plot it an'a gl'ath with

the average rainfall, either an a monthly basis or using 10 7 ,averages

if available._ The value TP/2 is also plotted. The point wilure ETP/2

equals precipitation is the start of the "moist" per:od. When prenipi-

tation = ETP the "humid" period is said to have begun. These periods

have been,named such in an attempt by Agriculturalists to better define

the rainy /season.. Their value to the forester is to indicate theapproxi.

mate date when he may consider planting, usnally not before the precipi--

tation has reached the value of ETP/2. However, this date willonly be

accurate if the season is identical to the Thorn:11u season as determined

by the past yearly data used to formulate the graph. With the 'variability

of rainfall found in the Sahel it is indeed the year that the precipitation

isnot normal that current ETP'data would be the most useful to the forester.

In such years mistakes may be more easily avoided if even approximate values,

of ETP could be calculated on a daily basis for the plantatioa site, and the

ratio of P/ETPconsidered on perhaps a 5 or 10 day basis. This data would

be valuable in evaluating the actual water balance and also- in comparing the

season in progress with average seasonal data. The threshold value of P/ETP

below which it is inadvisable to plant has not been determined for the

fortSter as of yet. Ex periments with Eucalyptus carnal. planted "en stc=041"

Were carried -out near Ouaga in 1976 by the CTFT and when rainfall and theo-

refical ETP values were compared with survival percentages it appeared that

au P/ETP ratio of about 1 was required for survival of 8 or more. Aa

experiment with E.o. in plastic pots was carried out this year at Dinderesso

during the months of May and junel however the rainfall was so abundant during

this period that the survival percentages were uniformly high (over,90%) and

no threshold was perceived. The ratio of P/ETP was at all times equal to or

superior to 5 duriag_the experiment using theoretical ETP values for the

station atiBobo-Dioulasso, 18 kilometers awayi.

If the minhmim Value of P/ETP needed for successful planting were -known

(or estimated) the amount of precipitation necessary to maintain or surpass

this threshold level could be easily determined either from theoretical ETP

data from a nearby_weather station or from approximations made oa site, or

preferably both, If rainfall records for the region are available for at

least 10 years, a probability chart could be worked out giving the probabi.

lit of whetherthe'required rainfnT1 for a given period (usually 10 days)

will actually occur. An example to illuStrate. Assume that a P /ErP ratio of

.5 is desired to start planting. The date is June 1st and the ETP Zor the last

10 days was 60 mm. 30 mmr of rain fell during the same 10 day- period, therefore

the WETp ratio is .5. Average ETP figures from nearby weather station (or

predicted from data taken on site say- the next 10 days should have an ETP,

of 50 mm. Therefore the required rainfall to maintain P/ETP__greater than or

, equal to -.5 is 25 mm. offer_ the next 10 day periods Referring to rainfall

charts representative of_ the area, count the number of years that the rainfai...

was greater thaa or equal to 25 mm. for the period June 1.10. If charts_are

available for 10 years and 7 years experienced_25 mm. or more of rain from

June 1.1016 there is a 7 chance that_the rainfall requirements for successful

planting will be meti The accuracy of such a prediction w1II depend on tire

number/cfYears of data represented ta'the rainfall records and title actual

range of variability of the rainfall for 'the specific region.
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Such information as is given here should not be depended on uniquely in

determining whether or not conditions are favorable for planting, in fact

they are as yet unproven and untested for forestry applications; but used

in conjunction with a knowledge. of the prevailing local conditions it is

believed th:_lt they will increase the successfulness of the foresters efforts*

Peter Wright PCV Foreseer
12 L' test 1977 Upper Volta
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Village Woodlots at Magaria

The_main project that we are involved_ with at Magaria is the Village
Woodlot Pr-eject, which_is funded by_the_C.R.D.I. (Centre de Recherche
pour_le Developpement International). The project_is currently in its
third year at Magaria. There are 19 villages involved in the project,
totaling 51 hectares of woodlots. The plantations range in area from
2 to 4 hectares; with most of them be 3 hectares.

The -goal of the project is to provide the villages with aolose source
Of firewood, poles and posts for construction purposes. Hopefxiily
having these woOdlots will_help te_elimivate_some of the illegal wood
cutting presently taking plazle. Also2_ it will supposedly diminish the
necessity of the people to burn millet stalks and manure. Thus the soil_

y be gradually improved by leaving these substances to enrich the fields.

The first_ yea: of the woddlot nrodect in Magaria was- 1975. Si k plantations
were established for a total of 15 hectares. The trees planted were mainly
Azadiraehta '4,1;-,Cay which accounted for about 6( of the trees planted. The

secondaryspi olent,1 were Anaeardium oocidentaIe: Acacia Eucalyp-
trs lob: c, C:bizzia Dalbergia sissoo,_aigPreSiis
Firif175777 .1;17:'- plantation was wade in July, and then in Angus-t t:-
-r-
missing trcc were_s;,;1.1acedo In_june of the following year the survival
was approximately 40;0; The missing trr- - were again replaced in July; when
the plantation was one year ^1d. The fencing way done in May of 1975 and
was done with grillage. Three strands of barbed-wire were used to reinforce
and support z.:Le grillage. The pIantatims were cultivated in late July and
agalu ia September the fir:t year and twice again during their second year.

In 1976, six wore plantations were added totaling 16 hectares. the species
planted were the same as 7irevious year, but the`Neem accour'ed for a
larger ,portion of the trees than before (aPoPraxim;-,tely 84%)4 They were _

again planted in July and the dead replaced in ingust. _In November_ of that
year, the survival in five of these plantations .7.7eraged 940 with the sixth_

having only 2a% survival6 This may have been. ,...sed by the use of bare -root
stock an the sixti, plantation as_opposed to plastic pots on the first five
plantations. Also, there was a lack of rain immediately after the loaantinc;
of the sixth parce±. According to Ueber, //A dry spell lasting several days
after plant-ilk; is clisatrous and can take as much as 70% of -the planted trees
out of circulation from the_start.1 The fencing was done in early December
with seven strands of barbed-wire.

This year, we have just finished planting seven more woodlots totaling 20
hectares; The Neem accounted for about 90 of the trees planted this year.
Due to prr tens- with obtaining a vehicle, the survival counts and the
replac:Imant .1 last years plantatians have not yet been accomplished

The Neem was chosen to make up the majority of the trees planted because
of its sivilicultural characteristics. The Neem coppices and pollards
well, And widely planted for fuel: and posts.2 Its - minimum
water requirements are about 450 mm, per yearO Thus its minimum
requirements are met at Magaria. It also stands heat well, and tolerates
a period of-arought of several months.4 The secondary species were planted
for observational purposes only; rie trees have p11- been planted on a 4 m.

by 4 m. spacing. In northern Nigeria, when grot-a for poIes and fuel, a
spacing of 2.4 w. by 2,4 mi has norm3L17 oeen used on an 8 year rotatian.5
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This coming year, I plan to try to plant an experimental plantation

or two using the closer Spacing. Since being in Ilagaria, I have had

several pee le a& me Why we don't plants very many Encal, Inis. According

to information I have read, the Eucalyptus Only '
comes feasib e with at

least 600 to 1000 mm. of rain and usual 2 more is necessary for good

growth.6 We have tried planting small numbers of a but the

survival rate has becn very. low, although I have no exact figuru, at

present.

In the first two years, two methods of fencing have been used. The

first year, grillage was used and the second year barbed.wire was used.

This year, t: iais have not yet arrived ) so I don't know what we

will have In my opinion, the grillage is by far the better

of the two. _ :in.illage does a better job of keeping goats out, is a

little more difficult for the villagers to sabotage, and it is easier

to build a fence when one is working with villagers who don't know haW

to build fences.

Our biggest problem is that we do not have a vehicle at our disposal

very often. Our nursery is located 15 kilometers away from Magaria.

Without a vehicle, we can not visit the nursery as often as we should.

Also, during the planting season, when it rains we must telephone tinder

and ask for a vehicle. If they are all busy at the time, or broken

down, we wait sometimes up to two weeks before_we receive a vehicle;

This is true ,ith the rest of the wcz also. Everything is usually

finished late. Also we are rationed enough das to do the minimum amount

of work that is necessary. ge are not able to check old plantations

often enough to look for such things as diseases, insect ..;tacks, or

broken fences. Mat-e-ials often arrive late and incomplete also.

A second project that we are involvedein is e 3E project. This is

a project LI Cu: Linder Department Involving the arrondissements of

Magaria, Mirriah, and Matameye. It is funded by In:w (Fund European

du Develoi,pement). It is curren:ly In its second year and involves

six villages for a total of 18 hectares in the agaria arrondissement;

The project was originally developed i'n' the agriculture department.

The Eaux et Forts service became involved in the project to plant

woodIots to inhibit destruction of the soil by the wind.

A third pro 4s a reforestation project ne'Lr Wacha, 110 kilometers

northeast c _a. This project is funded by the arrondissement.

It calls f ,:tares to be planted over a three year period. The

project is ay in its second year. The species planted have

been the Acac, a11221(1s, ILEEEEA, and the Acacia nilotica. They

are plant=rian8m. by spac_Lab. Also planted at random are

some Boras-sus aetiomum and Fyphaene thebaica to observe how they will

grow in the area. Euphorbia have been planted at the two edges of the

plantation perpendicular to the wind direction.
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INTRODUOTICU

T would like to present details of what has been accomplished to11.3...s
mapping the vegetation of Park National du du Niger; but at prose
the project is in 'the early stagesof planning and equipment acquisi
tian. Therefore; the purpose_of this paper is to present_some methods
of vegetation type-mapping _and pertinent aspects to consider in prep--
ring amap with examples of how these will be applied to Park W.
Where possible; examples from the literature will be provided to show
how some these methods have been successfully applied in preparation
of vegeti.ion type-maps° In addition to presenting the general methods
Of type-mapping, I woad also like to provide examples of how a vegeta-
tion type-map of ?'ark W can be utilized° This will provide the necessa..
ry justification -7hy it is highly desirable to spend time and money in
the preparation of a type-map, especially for a poor developing country
where_many other valuable projects could be impIomented with these
lizitin resources.

Before proceed any further, I think it is important to understand
just what a vegetation type-map is° A vegetation type -map is an
inventory the plant cothmunities exizd.ng at a give time and place
which show the actual distribution o vegetation types in the landscape
and thereby- to what extent, each type actually available, valuable,
and desirable.

PROC7T).=

DATA COLLECTICU

The area of Park 4 in :lige: is abc--; 2,200 c:-.--Iplete ground

survey of tae total land area, ac m.o.:hod to obtain the required
information, is feasible but urdcsirahle, because the time
required to complete' the: job would mako the task uneconomical° Besides,
there arc many large areas in the Park that'are inaccessible b; roads:
An alterrative information gathering system is therefore required°
Fortunately, remote sensing of the envircnment can be done accurately
and economically' by photographic recording of radiated and reflected
energy from the earths surfEle.

Several remote sensing methods may heappiied, rangirs from simple,
relatively inexpensive black and white aerial photographs to expensive
color infared Landsat photographs Onlarged to the largest scale
feasible. To date, only black and white overlapping aerial photographs
taken in 1975 at a scale of 1120,000,have been obtained. It would be
of great value for the vegetation analysis to have an additional infor-
mation source by remote sensing, such as infared Landsat photographs
at a scale of 1:250,000 and in a time sequence, but funds for their
purchase are present];, "Jacking.

,. With the black and white aerial photographs, the ideal is to examine
( them stereoscopically, dintingushing the difference between vegetation

types by their different appearence -egistered upon the photographs based
upon the tone, texture, patterns and other distingushing characteristics.
[nth acetate overlorid upon,tho photographs, one then traces the type
bounderies. In our case, because of only one set of aerial photographs;
we are using the acetate to protect the photographs for future use,
1,-^-u se phccg-"pho '-c ory net impcssibIc to
work with, Once this has been accomplished for the entire park, thcse
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type boun&ries can then be transferred to a poly_,stDr drafting film
overlaid upon a topographic map, of c scale of 1:5...;,u00. This is

necessary in order to keep errors to a minimum because there is no

possible way to construct a controlled map due tc o control points
being established on the ground during t/,e,aerial survey. Once this

.Las been accomplished, we can then proceed with the ground surveys
obtain the desired information for each type that was recognized

from the aerial photographs. These surveys are to be done on areas
that have been choosen as a 11122.11IaIlma Iyae for each kind of

vegetatian types A key of this information is then constructed for
each "renrcaentativc tYne". The information we are interested in

obtaining are':

4) Floristic Characteristics : The dominate species that
have the highest frequencies ofoccurance for each_life
formi trees, shrubs, and grasses to obtain the whdle
plant community.

2) Physiognomy Characteristics : This is based on the
physical-characteristics, such as densitY, leaf
characteristics, and vertical structure.

3) Environmental Charact--7istics : Information pertaining
to the site quality, ,Ls soil type and depth, slope and

direction it faces and available moisture.

(lice we have these keys, this nformation is t:Jen extrapolated to' all
othe" crpes that appear similar to the Illuesentativc t2,22," on the

?hotographso But one 'should not accept s completely

ac;.zi stop here. 4nother series of ground surveys should be

carr':,- nut as a spot test to make sure of the accuracy of the keys Arl.

the tie information. These test surveys should be dcae in each indi-
vidual type if economically possible, but if not, construct the surveys

in the best possible way to maximize the return,4 with the available
resources.

MAP DESIGN

'Once ail the important, relevant data is collected and one is confident

of its accuracy, it is then time to start the actual map making. Atthis
point, we have all the type bounderies marked out on polyester drafting

fiIm overlaid upon our topographic map. From this overlay, we trace out

aa paper our firSt which is called the Manuscript hi22. This map will
contain the most detailed information and shat. be accessible as referftnce

by anybody who desires the information, for at large scale map, much

more information is possible than an &smaller scaled map. The manuscript
map usually is not published, for smaller scaled maps are more desirable

and cheaper to reproduce.

CLASSIFICATI('N

The classification and preseal;ation -f info:sma.tjon coc:crning the

vegetation types is the most important ar Ali; cult part is the

construction of a map. Thr,re exist ..,0 m .';; .etb-ds, that the literature

(Oehler, 1967; Hirst, 1975; llerlock.L rtr3c1;1, 1972; B.71.,iam and

Rainy, 1976) on vegetation maps cance.-aing aspect is fill 'd vitt

ex in ivhich 6vory author t,...t-In!ts f

shall list here just a few possible' ways of pi6senti. ; the vegetatiai
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types upon a uap, and where possible, I shall explain how I hope to
apply them to Park W. These are;:

1) Floristic : Listing of the plant species and their
communities.

2) Physiognomy : Describing the vegetation by their physical
characteristics. For the aerial survey of 1955 and the
vegetation_ type -map which I wish to make for thib time
period, will be of this kind, because only a general
presentation of the different types is possible
surveys are presently impossible.

3) Natural Vegetation: The vegetation type is press ither

by what is actually growing upon the site, or wha:
potentially be growing upon the site.

4) The vegetation as expressed by the -avironment : An example
here could be selecting one particuiar environmental feature
such as available moisture and relating all plant communities
to it.

5) DynamiSm : Where the plant communities can be shown in their
relation towards a climax community.

6) Combinations of the above : The vegetation type-map for
Park U with the 1975 aerial survey, I wish to present the
actua3 vegetation as a combination of the floristic anu
physiognomy features.

Once the map maker has decided upon which of the above methods they feel
will achieve the purpose of th_ vegetation type -map, how Should this infor.T.

mation be coded upon the map? It is through the coding system that the

reader will be able to extract th* information that exist upon the map

concernis.Ag the vegetation. It is here whore the organizational skill

and imagination of the map maker are put to a test, Again, the litera,ure

is full of examples with many very good systems, but it is also important

to realize, that the best, guiding agent as to the kind of system to employ

is the vegetation itself that the map is intended to show, for no two

regions have the same vegetation, therefore, they will have different

methods of cc.ling Lhis information. But, there are three important points

one must, always consider when constructinii, and coding their map. These

are :

1) Legibility : A map that is not legible either from sloppy,

work or cluttered with to much information is almost as

worthless as no map atoll..

2) Consistency: It is important that the coding and classifi-

cation of the vegetation types on the map be as consistent

possible, For ,..ncam=ile, if one is listing the dominate

species for each forest type, one mast also list the

dominate species for each grass type:

Standardizati : A coding system is standardized if it

can meet four creteria. The coding can be :
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a) used on maps of any scale

b) used in Fnly region of the world

c) express in clear terminology

d) employe :adiIy.

The importanceof these ;IL!. _ever be o,-erstressed. All one needs to do
is check the literature in which cases exist in which these weren't
adhered to, resulting in maps that are worthless; wasting much time and
money (U.S. Forest Service, 1934; Shantz and Zan, 1923). A. good map is

one that adheres to these three points, but is flexible enough to meet
the needs in presenting the vegetation types of a specific local region
and can be read easily by anybody who »lathes to employ the map to their
needs.

SCALE

I have considered and stressed the of lei ibilitn consistency,
and standardization in coding and classification of the vegetation types
on the map. But just as equally in imp -tance when constructing a type-
map, one needs to take into serious consiueration the scale of the desired
map. The scale has a direct relationrihip to the detail of the .info on

presented on the map, the smaller the scale, the less detail that.isi-
ble and if one keeps as much detail as possible on a map as the scale is
reduced,. one will find their map becoming more and more cluttered until
the legibility becomes_verY difficult. To aid z map maker in choosing the
proper scale which would best serve the purpose of their vegetation type-
map, one rhould consider. the following

'1 Avai/ab: ty of topographic maps. For Park W 1:50,000
anA 1.:20(),C1 scaled maps exist permitting the construe-
ion of large and medium scaled m cps.

2) Classification of the vegetation. For Palk II, a large
scale is desirable to enable the listing of the floris-
tic and physical features of the vegetation because for
wildlife management; this information is essential.

3) Purpose of the map. Fc,.: Park our goal is wildlife
management and park deveiopmentt,

4) Size of area to be mapped. Park W in Niger is 'about
-2,200 not ;o excessively large so a large scale
map is feasible.

5) Character and structure of phytoenoses. Park 11 is mostly
a dense Shrub-Grass ver-3-tatiaa type permitting a small scale

map

6) relief of area Park W has a small vertical relief
ranging from 170 to 300 -aeters above sea level

also permitting a smal' scaled map.

7) Cartographic techniques. This is yet undecided for Park W.



In considnring this "ast for application to Park W, at the moment Loan

lee the_development of -do different scaled maps. A large scale :It

1:50,000, the manuscript mat for use in Park development and wildlife

management, nnfi a medium scaled map at 1;200,000 that an be made

available to tourists at the Park and for educational pruposes.

RELEVANT INFCRMATICN

One last point needs to be mtntioned and that is the accompanying relevant

information: A yell designed and classified map with just the land area

and its accompanying vegetation types on it without any other information

is very useless to the map reader. There is some necessary information
that should_ be_ presented on the map in a clear, legible form. This infor-

mation should be :

1) Latituric and longitude.

2) Scale of map in two forms, fractional and Iiaear.

3) Title of

4) Legend of the eIassifi::ation and coding system.

5) Name of authors;

6) Date of compl.:1 .-ion of field work, aerial photographs,

and

7) Supplement-ry cext.

A good example is Herlock.0 11.0 Di rschl, 1, , 7,

I have just presented some o!' - q,e1.1 -snects wo should. consider

in the preparation of a veget-t" rype=,map. These ranged from the various

methods. of data collection to presenting and classifying the informatiaa

as a type.map. :Fiore possible, I provided examples from the literature
and described how I plan to apply these methods to the vegetation type.4"

map of Park W. I would now like to turn our attention from these procedural
meihods, to presenting the reasons for the need of a type=duap of any land

area, and specifically, how the type_ . :.T ; =rill be applied t, Park W.
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RE';1" CO

APPLICATIaiS TO PARK 11

You may ask, and rightly so, why a vegetation type-map: Lhy spend largi
sums of time and magey, in some instances, years of work and rdllioas of

dollars, in the preparation of a type-map? Surely one could find better
more fruitfull projects to invest these resources. Or are there? In
todays world, with its large and ever expanding human population, there
is greater pressure upon the land to produce the goods that we deem
necessary for our survival. This pressure upon the land to produce our
needs shall not decrease or remain static, but, as time progresses, this
pressure shall increase. As foresters, I feel it is our duty protect

the land, to prevent the destruction of the lands potential ability to
produce these goods and services. Besides tbislprotection, it is also
necessary to find the optimum land use, where optimum implies the best
adaptation of land use to the requirements of the people at any given
time period,e that the present or the future. To utilize this o.imum,
requires sound land Management policies. To find this optinmm 1 , 4e,

requires'a vegetation tape-Map. _A type-map is an essential ,
pensible tool, in the dee.x.sion making process of land managementwn.,ch
without one, seriously impeeds the land managers ability at formulating
a workable mana7ement piano

To help understand hew a vegetation 7pe-map of Park W cm be uted,
I shall' provide examples. This can ee accomplished by dividing the
information into five mates categories ; Site Quality, Principles of

amism, Type Conversion for Uildlifc Management, Park Development and
Education,

SITE QUALITY

I just mentioned optimUm land use .aid poten.e.al productivity of the land,
but how can a vegetation type-map be utilize( here? Al]. plants have
certain mininnml requirements that they extre.ct from their site for their
development an reproduction, And each species will haveNifferent
ainimum requirements. q7or a simple -example, a species, sa*, Plant A; li,-;

very low minimum requirements so it can then 7urvive on a very low quJnitv
site, where, say "another: species, Plant B, a Imre demanding species, wevid
fl-i1 to survive. Cn this site, in our two plant world,%only Plant A
would exist, Now, if we look at ahigher quality site, be that a better
developed soil or more!available moisture, to mention only two variables
we will find Plant B, even though :lant A!s, minimum requirements are 21so
met. Here Plant B would exist, not A, because let us say Plmat B can
compete more successfuIIy than Plant A on this site. Therefore, one

knew these two_speciesi, and if they were shown on a vegetation ti e. -map,

the reader would be able to deduce the site quality by 3ust seeing what
Plant community existe upon the site. In general, one can use Plants an6
their onr.unities as a center from which to view the envi:-onit and1
limeasuren the quality,cr that site. -A vegetation type-map can .cue used as a
tool for integrating and analysing the environmental factors and the relations
between them and thg plant coMmunities and :in determining the potential abili=
ty of the :arid to prodwe certain goods, For Park W, we shall be able to
,determine what the best optimum land Ise could be for each vegetation type.
_Since the park is designated a park, .70 wish to know how the Iamd cart be fully'
utilized for Park development,and wildlife managernnt. For example, etc, shall
be able to quantify th6 vege ative matter, such as-foliage produced in each
type, to be,,able to dster e the carrying capacity of that type for supporting;
wildlife. Then, the carry capacity of all vegetation typos can be totaled :
(the tat` l area of each ti c will also be obtained frdm the vegetation type....
maP).so_a. carrying capaci for the plrk as a whole can 'be deter mined
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PRINCIPLE OF DYNAMISM

Going back to our definition of a vegetation type -map; it states that

a Map_is an itrialtory of the plant communities existing at a given time

and places Therefore a vegetation_typemap is a very-useful tool in

Studying plant dynamism, the changing -of species- composition of a type

due to chaages of forces acting upon the vegetation. To -Nino-trate, a

few examples :

1) Climatic changes : In 968=a973,_ there was a decrease in

the total precipitation in the Sub Sahara; Sudan region

of Neat Africa. The potential change this drought may

have caused upon the vegetation; such as causing- certain

igraaaj shrubs- and tree species to die out; and their

replacement by less moisture demaryling species.

2) Animal presaurc : The destruction of a vegetation type
due to heavier grazing and_broVaing_by excessively large

population size, for example, elephants. Elephants are
verydestructiveto their habitat when their population
level becomes too large; by_knocking down the trees _that

they 1-rowse they convert a_forest_tYpe to a shrub typei

This is now happening rapidly iii large areas of Park W.

7- Fite : Fite is very_important in the maintenance of some

plant_eommunities; such as grasses. _Without b on

reLular bases, the_-rasslanda of the-SlidaftWO eet

Savannas would quickly be invaded by trees and shrubs

at the expense of the communities; resulting in
a reduction of the carrying capacity of the area for grazers,

In these three...exampIes, ?mat we have is the plant communities adjusting

to these new influences, trying to reach a neu equil:thvlun, a new climax.

With a vegetation.type-map prepared in 1977.78, wb YA,1 in effect have

a picture of t!...e. present, actual vegetation. This will be very useful

in the future, when another type =map is constructed enabling comparisons

to be made, to examine

1) The progress, the vegetation haa or has not made towards
the-establishment of a climax community for the Sudan-
Wooded-Savanna region. A clinax may not exist because

of repeated, y. anaged, and uncontrolled' burning of large

areas of the park.

2) To be able to assess the pact upon the parks vegetation
of uncontrolled, heavy domestic cattle grazing in the

cony-era-ion of the vegetation to less Palatable plant
comMunitisi

3) To assess the impact upon the/parks vegetation and
wildlife/ of the proposed large, open-pit phosphate
mine with its auppert facilitiesi

4) Tc be able to make accurate assessments of the effects;
if any management plans have upon the Darks vegetation

types.
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In additio, to the vegetation type map made for 1977-781 we would like
to do a type-map for 1955, based on aerial photographs' taken at that
time; With this additional map, a historical map, we hope to be able
to assess how the vegetation types have changed and to speculate as
to the reasons; For instance, we may be able to assess what the drought
did to the vegetation types of the park and the directions the vegetation
went in adjusting to the drought, We hope also to quantify the damage
being done by the large elephant population upon the forest types; If
this damage is too extensive and if the future trends would continue as
it presently is, we would want to devise and imple> t workable manage-
ment plans to control the elephant population siz

TYPE OCNVERSICE FOR WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

I have just mentioned several natural causes of type c ersion and I
would now like to eonsiderone other cause, by man for the ement
of wildlife; For Park T.4 because of its very nature of being designa,..
ted as a park, our goal is the management of the wildlife and it just
happens that the best method to manage them is by the management of
their habitats; Therefore, when one is considering converting one
vegetation type into another, a vegetation type-map is an indispen-
Siblc tool to the management planner. The type-map is needed so
the planner knows what tha present situation is of the alma distri-
bution of the vegetation and only when this is known can a policy
of how to go about converting the vegetation into the desired distri-
bution be formulated and implemented, By managing the vegetation,
one is managing the wildlife that utilizes that vegetation type; This
has great possibilities for Park N.

At the present, the parks vegetation is broadly classified and estimated
as : 88% Shrub.Savanna, 9% Forest-Savanna, and 3% Grassland (Poche, 1975).
By converting large amounts of the Shrub-Savanna into a gra.ssland with
the use of proper fire management (Koster, 1977), the available grasses
for consumption by the-ungulates shall increase. If at the same time,
with the aid of the type-map for the selection of areas for construction
of many permanent water holes, the- carrying capacity of the Park for tbe
ungulates would increase dramatically; One possible benefit of this
could be that with aa increased populatian size of wildlife and with a
corresponsing' increase of visibility due to the removal. of the dense
shrubs, the probability of an animal sighting by a tourist would increase;
The effect this may have is to increase the visitation of tourists to
Niger and the park with the resulting increased flow of chpital into Niger
and the park; Also, with this increased carrying capacity and the resul-
ting increase in animal population size, it may become economically feasi-
ble to implement a harvesting program of the wildlife as a possible inex-
pensive protein source.

A final point will be the general.regulation of a specific species popu-
lation size; There exist some species, such Roan Antelope (Hippotragus
equinus); and Korrugum (Damaliscus Korrigum), in the Park which have _a
very low population love] , Once it is known what vegetation types that are
utilized for food and shelter by these species, it may be possible to con-
vert some vegetation types into these typos to. provide an incentive for an
increas: of their population levels to protect these rarer species.
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The regulaLion 'of a species population size can also be applied for a

reverse effect, to reduce a population size because at their present

level, the animals are destroYing their habitat or-the habitat of other

species that we deem as deSirable to have in the park; A good example

here would be the elephants which are destroying their own habitat and

that of the buffalo (,yncerus caffer) and waterbuck (Kobus ellipsiprym-

nus), due to their excessively large population size.

PARK DEVELOPMENT

bon en underdeveloped country, a major objective of such a park is to

promote tourism and associated development. Here; a vegetation type-

map is of extreme value in long range park management planning. For

example, development of picnic facilities are better located in a

vegetation type that is more esthetically pleasing, rather than at any

random point in the park. Another possible use of a type-map is aiding

m the placement of roads through vegetation types that are utilized by

the animals to improve sightings by tourists. This would increase
tourism to the park resulting in a higher flow of capital into Nigers

economy. This can be well illustrated by tha East African National

Parks of Kenya and Tanzania. These parks have been highly developed
for tourism, with the results that tlurism supports a large percentage

of the economy of these countries. In general, a vegetation type-map

can facilitate a search of possible areas for development.

EDUCATICN

I have discussed many uses for a vegetation type-map in the ILLInagemant

of the vegetation and wildlife of Park 'I. But the greatest use of a

type-map, where it is very formidaLle tool; is for use in education.

A good map can present and reveal more iaormation more easily than

presenting the same information in text form about the vegetation of

a landscape. A vegetation map can also reveal more than just what the

vegetation types are and their areal distribution, but also provide

ormation on

principles of plant communities and ecosystems

principles of plant community succession and climax
communities

- relationship, oetween plant communities and their

physical environment

= aad information about the physical environment (site

quality)

For Niger, a_typermap_weuld find great use at Kolo and the University_

for aiding with the_edUadtibil of_Forestersj Datanists,Agricaturists,
Geographers, and other people interested in the Natural Sciences_for
the map would provide much information to these people about their

own land; Any method that helps facilitate and improve -the_ existing
teaching processi is important enoggh reason in itself for having a

purpose of existence.
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CaTCLUSICTI

Many good reasons were given for the existence of a vegetation type=avap

of Park T.4 for application in the development and management of the park.

It is highly desirable to undertake the mentioned proposals, but it is
presently impossible because no type -tamp of the Park presently exists.

It is not accurately known exactly chat kind of plant communities that

exist, their distribution, or the total area they occupy. Because of

this lack of information, the optimum use of the parks land and animals

arc not being utilized resulting in the loss of badly needed revenues
which otherwise could be reinvested inothe development of Nigers economy.
Besides these lost revenues, the people presently graduating from Nigers

schoolb are not being fully educated about their own land and many impor-

tant principles of plant communities and their relationship to the environs

rent; Not only doesntt a vegetation type-cap exist for any land area in'

Niger, but none exist for the eatire Sudan.;loodcd-Savanna of West Africa.

One can therefore umderstand the importance md need for avegetation
type-map of Park "..4 and it is my intention to construct this map.
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